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Editorial Page

With this first theme issue of Prairie Forum, we are entering a
new stage in the development of the journal. This issue on Prairie
Architecture is the product of the interest and enthusiasm of our guest
editor, Trevor Boddy, and his co-authors. To them we are indebted
for bringing to fruition our commitment to occasional special issues
on selected themes; prairie architecture is a most appropriate first in
this regard.

Readers will note that the articles in this volume again testify to
the variety of approaches and topics that Prairie Forum encourages
as a multidisciplinary journal. The volume ranges from the homes of
ear ly settlers to the showpiece buildings of the provincial governments
and universities. As a railroad buff, I found it difficult to exclude the
work of Charles Bohi and his cohorts on prairie railway stations->
but it has been well covered els.ewhere! We had to stop somewhere.

It would be remiss of me to close without particular thanks to
Trevor Boddy for his tremendous commitment of time and effort to
this undertaking. We hope that all our guest editors in future theme
issues will live up to his example.

ALEC PAUL
Chief Editor
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Introduction:
Notes for a History of Prairie Architecture

Trevor Boddy
Faculty of Environmental Design, University of Calgary

123

ABSTRACT. In this paper the authors of the subsequent material are introduced and their
individual topics explored. In addition, the examples which they furnish are used to illustrate
some general observations on the nature of prairie architecture and the attitudes it represents.

RESUME
Dans cet expose, les auteurs des travaux qui suivent sont presentes, et chacun de leurs

sujets est examine. En outre, les exemples qu'ils donnent sont utilises pour illustrer quelques
remarques generales quant aI'essencede l'architecture des Prairies et quant aux attitudes qu'elle
representee .

These are notes for a history of prairie architecture which has
yet to be written. These are sketches of forms on the plains risen and
fallen. These are jottings for a narrative of builders and buildings
barely begun. Economies and institutions echoed in wood and brick;
values and priorities formed with walls and beams; spatial homes to
ideas, our buildings tell us much, perhaps too much, about a stark and
cloistered prairie society.

There is no one prairie architecture. There may never be one. The v

legacy of prairie architecture, or rather prairie architectures, as there
have been many, is marked more by a set of attitudes than by charac
teristic physical shapes of roofs, walls, or towns. Perceptions!of land
scape and of the role of "man within it, conceptions of the nature of
towns and of the buildings from which they are composed, the tradi
tions and conventional wisdoms which rule construction; these are
the intellectual heritage of prairie architecture.

For this first anthology "on the topic of prairie architecture, some
of this region's best scholars, writers and architects have brought their
widely varying methods and views to the question of prairie architec
ture. Hailing from all three provinces, they have looked at most of the
key periods of our architecture for Prairie Forum. Articles in this issue
include a profile of the three prairie legislative buildings, a history of
the design and planning of the University of Saskatchewan in Saska
toon, and an outline of the character and preservation of Winnipeg's
warehouse district. Ukrainian vernacular housing is compared with its
sources in Europe, while in another article, two geographers conduct
a settlement analysis of Alberta log homesteads. A very different piece

Trevor Boddy is a native of Edmonton who has studied at the University of Alberta and the Uni
versity of Calgary. He has written widely on architectural history and criticism, and presently
works as a consultant on heritage planning and urban design. He is now at work writing a book
of architectural theory entitled Sources for a Prairie Architecture.
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has a contemporary prairie architect writing of the sources of inspira
tion for his designs. This variety of subject and approach is healthy for
any intellectual territory as uncharted as the study of Canadian archi
tecture. In the course of this somewhat meandering polemic on the
architecture of the Canadian Plains I will describe each of these articles
and their authors in more detail.

The Canadian prairies have an architectural tradition of im
permanence, of necessary shelter, of stalwart pragmatism and humble
resolve (Fig. 1). Our buildings, especially those far from cities, have
a tender and tenuous link to the heaving soil, their very existence a
flaunting of the distances, the endless line of plain and parkland.
Charged with old country visions only half awoken and formed in the
harsh new land, our first builders grasped the most basic of spatial
and architectural means-the survey grid, the fence and wind-break,
the exaggerated facade-to mentally tame a plain immense beyond
comprehensibility. I Not design here but define; not elegance but
permanence; not towns but homesteads; not life but survival.

From the tiniest ramshackle hamlet in Saskatchewan to the bob
bing cranes of downtown Calgary, there is a feeling of incompleteness
and an anticipation of change in both individual prairie buildings and
the settlements which define and, in turn, are defined by them. From
the quickly erected log and sod shelters, through the transported
girigerbread visions of Eastern villages found in prairie towns before ~

the First World War, to the mirrored-glass speculative office towers
cloned throughout our downtowns, impermanence and rupture, boom
and bust have marked the lopsided cycles of this region. In 1912
Saskatoon reported $7 million in building permits; just three years
later the total had dropped to $20,000.2 If there is a constant in both
prairie society and its architecture, it is inconstancy such as this.

No generation of people here has lived like the last, and none has
constructed buildings resembling those of their fathers. As well, there
is no visible residue of much older, more stable cultures to temper
and tame what we do, as there is in most parts of the inhabited world.
The new world is newest on the Canadian prairies. The only possible
exception to the lack of sustained tradition in prairie culture is the
plains Indians. But even for them the life of the tee-pee (Fig. 2) and the
buffalo hunt lasted only a few centuries, between the arrival of the
horse and the arrival of the railways and widespread white settlement
-a brief pause by the standards of most European, Asian or African
cultures. 3

Architecture is the infusion of meaning into places of human
habitation. To take the field, the plot,. thesquare, the plain, and imbue
it with a significance beyond its contours is the mystery of the process.
The conscious accretion of meaning into built forms is what distin
guishes architecture from building; the art from the artiface.
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Figure I. The almost neolithic existence of early prairie settlement captured in this sod-roofed
hut of the Barr Colonists near Lloydminster, 1900. (Pollard Collection, Alberta
Archives).

Figure 2. The tee-pee is the prototype of a shelter-form adapted to the prairie landscape and
natural systems but one which was tied to a nomadic patternof life which lasted only
a few centuries. (Hime Collection, Manitoba Archives) .

This mystery of geometry is apparent in the military and fur
trading forts of the prairies, buildings a notch closer to true architec
ture than are log barns and houses. In the forts were the first prairie
urban spaces, Georgian and axially formal in inspiration. Here also
is the use of geometric symbolism, for these structures, like the Federal
armoury buildings of the early twentieth century, had a purpose of
communicating mercantile and government presence over and above
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any purely military notion of defense. Prairie forts were seldom de
fended, and when they were. they fared badly, yet these structures
were continually rebuilt, even into the early 1900s. Above all else Fort
Carlton, Fort Edmonton and Fort Garry (Fig. 3) were symbols of
civilization. The rigid formality of the rectangle of their enclosure,
the exaggerations of corners with ramparts and pallisades, the central
placement of the Factor's house; all of these were architectural means
used to impose a visual order on the wilderness.

This visual order imposed by the early forts is apparent in some
of the oldest extant drawings of a building in what is now the three
prairie provinces (Fig 3a). These French drawings record the English
Fort Prince of Wales at the mouth of the Churchill River on Hudson's
Bay. Here the angled ramparts of the stone fort await the cannon
balls and arrows of European and Indian wars, their surfaces designed
to deflect all forms of attack and maintain the Hudson's Bay Company
presence over this hub point in the fur trade. The view of Fort Prince
of Wales is evocative and illuminating. The tops of tee-pees are visible
along with the chimneys of the 'logement du gouverneur.' Besides
forcefully demonstrating the fact of Indian pacts with the HBC to the
King of France, the drawing makes it appear that men, white and red,
huddle together within the fort, their enemy being the windswept
snowy plain around them far more than any besieging army. In the
foreground a bewigged gentleman points towards arriving ships, as if

Figure 3. 1923air photo of Lower Fort Garry and the Red River (Foote Collection, Manitoba
Archives)
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Figure 3a. A French plan, section and view of Fort Prince of Wales, near Churchill, Manitoba,
1782. (drawings courtesy Bibliotheque nationale de France)

imploring the Noble Savage to whom he talks to flee these "quelques
arpents de neige." The modelled forms of the ramparts and the huge
flag stand out in sharp relief from a flat snowy shore and sky; the build
ing as pure geometric symbol set against the indeterminacy of the
wilderness.

In his Images of American Living.t Canadian cultural historian
Alan Gowans describes how the history of human habitation, from
dugout cave to urbane city, continually recapitulated itself, in micro
cosmic fashion, with the northward and westward progression of the
frontier. Each new pioneer passed through a Stone and Iron Age to
eventually arrive at some semblance of civilization, perhaps an image
as thin as the facade of a boomtown front.
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The tenuous and temporary character of the first buildings of
the prairie settlers is shown in "Log Buildings of West Central Al
berta," by William Wonders and Mark Rasmussen of the University
of Alberta. Finding serious problems with the foundations of virtually
all of the 62 log buildings they studied in an area of west-central Al
berta, they suggest the builders "were more concerned with providing .
quick shelter which would last a decade or two than with trying to
construct a permanent monument."

This temporary quality of log construction has created problems
for restoration architects at both the Ukrainian Heritage Village near
Edmonton and the National Historic Site under development at
Batoche. Log buildings which sheltered early Ukrainian settlers or
Dumont and Riel now need elaborate foundations and virtual recon
struction, as the original buildings were often moved or served interim
duty as make-shift granaries and chicken coops.

Architecture may be too concrete and urbane a term to describe
these log buildings. While Wonders and Rasmussen view these build
ings as purely functional responses to local building opportunities and
conditions, their findings nonetheless point out surprising cultural
differences in "built priorities between the German, Ukrainian and
Scandinavian settlers. The Ukrainians put more effort into barns
than houses and built with easily-rotted poplar logs. Scandinavians,
with experience in log building in similar environments, produced
more sophisticated structures with elaborate notching and many
roomed houses. William Wonders is himselfa pioneer in the settlement
geography study of pioneer log buildings. His former student Mark
Rasmussen has applied his findings in his work with Historic Sites
Services in first Alberta, and now, Saskatchewan.

Indicative of the lively youth of the study of prairie architecture,
there is apparent disagreement between Wonders/ Rasmussen and
John Lehr of the University of Winnipeg in his "The Log Buildings
of Ukrainian" Settlers in Western Canada." Lehr notes the less dis
tinctly Ukrainian features of these buildings compared with those of
Ukrainian pioneers he has previously studied in north-eastern Alberta
and .south-eastern Manitoba. He considers this to be a consequence
of local materials rather than of assimilation as Wonders/Rasmussen
contend. These differences may be more apparent than real. The
Wonders/ Rasmussen sample was located in a late-settled ethnically
heterogeneous area where the pressure to conform to Canadian build
ing practices would have been greater than in the earlier settlement
of the strictly Ukrainian blocks analysed by Lehr. Moreover, Lehr·
stresses that the thatched wattle-and-daub of Ukrainian vernacular
construction that" we now so admire was but a phase between rude
dug-outs (Hutsul staya) and acculturation to Canadian house con
ventions.
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Lehr has written prolifically on Ukrainian vernacular buildings
in the parkland.> Ukrainian architecture has emerged as both the most
studied and, in Alberta at any rate, the most preserved of the many
prairie architectures. The previously mentioned Ukrainian Heritage
'Village near Elk Island National Park has a government budget larger
than all other Alberta provincial heritage programs -combined. One
only hopes that the success of this project does not lead to a prolifera
tion of competing ethnic Williamsburgs,s while the major urban build
ings of the mainstream of prairie culture are lost by demolition.

No building type or architectural style, along with the forms of
productionto which it is tied, has lasted more than a decade or two
in this new and volatile region. The architects who design the grandest
of these buildings have for a century routinely arrived with plans and
optimism, ridden the crest of a building boom, and then, sadly, taken
their practices elsewhere at the first sign of a downturn, leaving profes
sional and visual gaps. Our cities and towns, especially those like
Saskatoon or Lethbridge which have grown but not too quickly, show
the built results of these historical forces, like architectural strata of
an urban bedrock.

Nostalgia for the immediate past, a common factor of the prairie
novels of Frederick Philip Grove, Wallace Stegner, W. O. Mitchell,
Margaret Laurence and Robert Kroetsch, is one accommodation of
artists to this constancy of change. The paintings of William Kurelek
are visual analogues to this backward glance; much of his adult life was
spent meticulously documenting his youth in Ukrainian Alberta, in
evitably altered through the sentimental processing of memory. This

Figure 4. Ukrainian pioneer life and buildings already a subject for rose-coloured nostalgia in
this Winnipeg parade float from 1924. (Foote Collection, Manitoba Archives)
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highly romanticized 1924 view of pioneer Ukrainian architecture (Fig.
4) parallels attitudes to broader ethnic identity. In All ofBaba'sChil
dren, Myrna Kostashremarks on the passage of her Ukrainian-Cana
dian family from primitive survival to urban assimilation. Only in the
cities, with time and money to spare, could the dances, the elaborate
costumes, the meticulous discipline of pysanky be again attempted.
These were rarely indulged luxuries in the years of homesteading, when
survival and taming of the land had a higher priority than transmis
sion of a folk culture distant in space and time. Safe in the suburbs of
Edmonton, their memories of the old country were by then several
generations distant, and those of the subsequent struggle with a harsh
new land better' forgotten.

J oni Mitchell tells us:

Back in my home town
They would have cleared the floor
Just to watch the rain come down!
They're such sky-oriented people-,
Geared to changing weather?

We are a people geared to changing cities as well. Attitudes towards
our built heritage are inevitably a product of the extremes of boom
and bust that float across our history like summer thunderstorms.
With each new upsurge we seek a carte blanche 'with which to remake
our lives, economies and cities. The results of these upsurges are peri
odic architectural purges with each boom, in which we tear down
symbols of previous patterns to replace them with shiny new ones, as
if memories of hard times, eastern Canadian domination, or political
extremes could be removed through this urban house-cleaning. The
cry of "Last Best West" brought settlers by the millions to the prairies,
a softer "Next Best, West" has kept them here, full of the knowledge
of the episodic character of our history.

At this writing Edmonton City Council seems intent on tearing
down its nine-storey, expensively finished 1958 City Hall, to replace
it with something bigger and more 'modern.' There is much irony in
this, as the Edmonton City Hall is itself one of the best examples in
the province of Modern architecture in the tradition of Le Corbusier
and Walter Gropius, This City Council is merely carrying on a tradi
tion of political action and popular sentiment which traded off all of
Edmonton's late Victorian institutional buildings-Court House,
Post Office, Library and Fire Hall-for modern redevelopment of
questionable quality in the 19'60s and 1970s. It remains to be seen if
local heritage groups like SPARE in Edmonton, SPARe in Calgary
or Heritage Winnipeg can reverse this prairie tradition of urban re
form by wrecker's ball.

We would much rather read of the dusty, sunny rhythms of a
prairie town than keep them intact as economic, social and physical
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units or, even more difficult, retain eclipsed older buildings as viable
components of our new cities. Our architectural past, unless laundered
into 'heritage parks'or boutiques, threatens us; the ghosts of our urban
past challenge our 'newness.'

"The Prairie Legislative Buildings" by Diana Bodnar shows that
these ambiguous attitudes to our architectural history are not new.

.Bodnar notes thatthe Alberta Legislative Building was located where
~ it is because of a desired association of the new Beaux-Arts style legis
lative building with the log fort of the Hudson's Bay Company adja
cent to it. In 1915, only a few years after the completion of the
sandstone legislative building, the fort was torn down as an offensive
eyesore (Fig. 5), except for a portion of the Factor's house which was
numbered and stored for future reconstruction. These logs were in
turn destroyed in 1939 when over-zealous provincial employees threw
them on a bonfire celebrating the Royal visit. A few charred splinters
are all that remain of the last of a series of fur-trading forts which

[gave rise to Alberta's capital city.
I .

I. Bodnar's article is based on an M.A. thesis she wrote at the Uni-
!versity of British Columbia on the topic. It is one of a handful of
'academic analyses of prairie architecture in existence.s In her thesis
Bodnar deals more extensively with the three buildings, as well as the
broader climate of architectural design in the period from 1890 to
1920. She has worked as a senior researcher for the Historic Sites
Service of Alberta Culture and currently is a heritage consultant to
the City of Calgary. .

Figure 5. Demolition of Fort Edmonton in the shadow of A. M. Jeffers' Alberta Legislative
Building (Glenbow Alberta Institute)

III I
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In "Building the University of Saskatchewan" Don Kerr poet
ically describes the birth and growing pains of an institution which
now supports him as English professor and man about the arts. In his
previous articles and in the pages of NeWest Review, Kerr has shown
himself to be one of our most perceptive and readable literary critics.
He eloquently puts these skills to the new task of describing the process

:of shaping a university out of the parkland. Kerr's article demonstrates
the tension between 'high' European/Eastern' culture and the con-

:tingencies of the developing west. The University of Saskatchewan
plan by architects Brown and Vallance of Montreal was built, at least
in part, which is more than can be said for the 1914 City Beautiful
Civic Plan for Calgary by Thomas Mawson or a contemporary Civic
Centre for Edmonton by Morrell and Nicholls. These two urban plans,
plus the university campus designs, date from a time when optimism
about prairie society and with it, prairie architecture, was at its height.
Like the city which surrounds it, the University of Saskatchewan
campus boasts some of the most humane urban spaces on the prairies,
and it is a testimony in greystone to its designers, builders who tem
pered vision with pragmatism. Kerr has gone on from his history of
the campus to work on a history of the City of Saskatoon.

The closest the prairies have ever come to producing a distinctive
:regional high architecture was during the great land and immigration
boom preceding World War One. This architecture was the product
of the coupling of a period of phenomenal economic and population

Figure 6. Construction of the Manitoba Legislative Building, 1915. (Foote Collection, Mani
toba Archives)
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Figure 7. Like fellow Montreal architects Brown and Vallance, Percy Nobbs was involved with
the planning and design of new universities in the west. Above is shown Nobbs' draw
ing of the Arts Building on the University of Alberta Campus in Edmonton. Nobbs
did some of his best designs in the west, unencumbered by the architectural traditions
of Upper or Lower Canada. (McDermid Collection, Glenbow Alberta Institute)

Figure 8.

Ii I
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growth with the arrival of highly trained architects from allover the
English-speaking world, willing to adapt their design ideas to the
demands of the west.

The' crowning glory of prairie society, its most dense and pene
trable symbol,is the city of Winnipeg. Here an urban and urbane
prairie society came closest to .realization in the effervescent period
before World War One. Originally a compromise site chosen by an
early Manitoba merchant between the hubs of Lower and Upper Fort
Garry, Portage and Main is the urban nexus where self-conscious,
architect-designed prairie architecture had its start (Fig. 9). Once the
most famous intersection in. the country, it has recently been 'devas
tated by the ambitions and confusions of local politicians combined
with those of developers. The fact that one can no longer cross Portage
and Main at ground level, but must circle through a maze of tunnels
and shops underneath the wide, windy corner, shows the capitulation
of prairie architecture to the slick and abstract charms of international
ism. At Portage and Main there is the worst and crudest example of
an architectural internationalism which says that buildings should
look the same regardless of their place ofconstruction, that an inter
section is merely the link of a grid to facilitate vehicular traffic, and
not a symbolic heart to a city and her people.

Thanks to the efforts ofa highly skilled and active heritage lobby
in Winnipeg, at least portions of the great city's heart are being pre
served (Fig. 10). A stone's throwaway from Portage and Main is the
Winnipeg warehouse district-the largest and most successful his
toric conservation area on the prairies.

The driving forces, behind this success are City Environmental
Planning Department architectsf urban designers Steve Barber and
Chuck Brook. In their article, "The Historic Winnipeg Restoration
Area," they sketch the historical background to the district and then
describe the structure and activities of the co-operative effort which is
maintaining and enhancing it. Such centres as Moose Jaw, Battleford,
Fort Macleod and Edmonton, with large areas of neglected heritage
properties, would do well to learn from the Winnipeg example.

The development of twentieth-century prairie architecture can
be seen reflected in the changing forms of her most persistent and
pervasive symbol, the grain elevator (Fig. II). For poet, farmer, archi
tect and artist alike, the grain elevator is the building which is formed
by and reflects back the landscape, economic wealth and social struc
ture of the prairies. More than any other building, the wood-frame
gabled grain elevator is the architectural symbol of this region. The
changes undergone by this type of building are reflective of broader
architectural and economic movements.
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Figure 9. The womb and tomb of Victorian Prairie Architecture, the intersection of Portage
and Main, shown here during the Winnipeg General Strike, June 21, 1919. (Foote
Collection, Manitoba Archives)

Figure 10. This cover of the November, 1912number of The Dominion shows Winnipeg's Main
Bank of Commerce shortly after it opened. The building, located on Main Street
adjacent to the warehouse district, was recently given at least a temporary reprieve
from demolition. (Manitoba Archives)
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Frederick Philip Grove writes of the transformation in prairie
society mirrored in its elevators and mills:

For such .•. was the result of the growth of the mill, the growth
of a thousand mills, all more or lessthe same, no matter what they
produced; and that result had been brought about, not ·by his
father, nor by his son, but by him: by the mental process of patient
invention.... He had created that mill and if, during the night
of the riot, it had been destroyed it would live on. It would even

.
then haveproved possible a way of producing what man needed
without man's help. The growth of the mill, once started, was
like a fact of nature which might have been predicted by a proper
use of mathematics, just as an eclipse of the sun or moon could
be accurately predicted."

Grove. saw how the mill and town were one. The brightly painted,
name-boasting wooden grain elevator has for some time been con
sidered an economic liability by the powers that be. With the demise
of the wooden grain elevators comes the death of many of the tiny
prairie towns which surround them. Along with the larger federal
presence in the marketing, storage and movement of grain early this
century came a revolutionary slip-cast concrete grain silo for most of
the prairie's major centres (Fig. 12). Based on a process invented by
a Minneapolis construction company, these new elevators made many
of the frame grain elevators redundant in the larger centres. But these
buildings would have a wider impact. In the most influential book on
architecture of this century, Vers Une Architecture, 10 French architect
Le Corbusier re-printed a photo of the Calgary Federal Grain Elevator
which had been taken by Calgary photographer Harry Pollard and
given to Le Corbusier by Bauhaus director Walter Gropius as part of
a promotional package on Canadian grain-handling terminals. Le
Corbusier advanced the building as a sterling example of the 'engi
neer's aesthetic' which allowed North Americans to build unfettered
by the burden of history.

We will build unfettered by the historical burden of both the
frame and the concrete grain elevators if a recent innovation by the
Alberta Wheat Pool is successful. The Alberta Pool commissioned
Edmonton's Buffalo Engineering to design a radical new sloped-bin
grain elevator. The prototype from Magrath, Alberta, shown here
(Fig. 13), is being followed up by half a dozen more which will replace
hoary old frame grain storehouses. This most recent design uses pre
cast concrete for factory pre-construction and an erection time of days.
It is as closely tied to contemporary construction techniques and
architectural values as were the wood-frame examples to those of their
own times. Will new towns of mobile homes spring up around these
instant elevators in the same manner as towns like Rosebud, Alberta
and Harris, Saskatchewan followed their predecessors of seventy
years ago?
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Figure 12. This is an example from Transcona of the cast concrete FederalGrain Elevators
which inspired the European masters of the Modern Movement in architecture such
as Le Corbusier. The collapse of this building because of poor soil conditions might
be called a failure of the Modern Movement of grain. (Foote Collection, Manitoba
Archives)

II I
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Figure 13. Above: The new pre-cast concrete grain elevator for Alberta Wheat Pool designed by
Buffalo Engineering. (T.·Boddy photo)
Below: Calgary office towers, with architectural forms and priorities like those of
the new elevator. (T. Boddy photo)
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Figure 14. Two Saskatoon images of interiors reflecting the internationalist aethos of Modern
architecture. Above: Total Design implicit in a cafe, with the hexagon motif appear
ing on windows, shelves, trim, and seats. Below: A B.A. garage shelving system, like
the building surrounding it, picks up the streamlined forms of the cars it services.
(Saskatoon Public Library)
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So much of our cities was constructed during the reign of the
. internationalism of Modern architecture which Le Corbusier, Walter

Gropius, Mies van der Rohe and others ushered in. Indeed, there are
few cities in the western world so largely marked by the bare, square
forms of the International Style as Calgary or Edmonton. Along with
the increasing integration from the 1930s to the present of the eco
nomic, social and cultural life of the prairies with the rest of North
America and the world has come its architectural emblem-Modern
architecture. Modernism in the general sense has a specific architec
tural face, and that face is the apparently functional and rectilinear
architecture that Mies and others argued should be built everywhere
regardless of contingencies of site or culture. While this extreme posi
tion was quickly proven to be false, regionalism in architecture has
nonetheless been anathema for much of this century. It is during this
period, roughly 1940-1970, that an identifiable prairie architecture
comes closest to disappearing. These two examples of vernacular
interiors in Saskatoon (Fig. 14) influenced by the design ideas of
Modern architecture show how pervasive these modern emblems were.

There are a few stalwart young architects who have rejected the
architectural internationalism of their contemporaries to make the
first tentative probes at a new regional tradition for the Canadian
prairies. Today they are actively re-evaluating local materials, the
quality of our sunlight, the colours and forms of the prairie environ
ment, the unique character and needs of our people, in order to intro
duce an element of the local into our building. Far too little of this
architecture has been built, and too much of it is found in rural areas
where regionalism is both easier and of less impact. A few architects
have struggled with the complex issue of a new urban prairie architec
ture for our highly urban population. Leading them is St. Boniface
architect Etienne Gaboury. In the final article of this collection,
Gaboury writes of the sources of inspiration and design for his archi
tecture. Not so much an argument as a collection of design aphorisms,
Gaboury shows how he organizes his design process within the larger
philosophical context of his work. If there is to be a new prairie archi
tecture in the foreseeable future it will be up to architects like Gaboury
to design it. Failing this, we can only look back to the many traditions
which have formed prairie architecture. This anthology is offered as
a preliminary sketch of what those traditions may have been.

NOTES
I Cultural geographer J. B. Jackson describes the prairie grid, and the towns which sprang up

governed by it, as a Newtonian landscape, full of an optimistic rationalism about the power
of science and movement. See Jackson, J. B. The Interpretation of Ordinary Landscapes.
New York; Oxford University Press, 1979.
See Don Kerr's paper on the building. of the University of Saskatchewan.
George Woodcock notes that the most successful early Canadians were those who adapted
variations of native Indian diet, transport, lifestyle and shelter as accommodation to the
wilderness. See George Woodcock, The Canadians. Toronto; Fitzhenry and Whiteside, 1979.
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Gowans, Alan. Images of American Living. New York; Harper & Row, 1976.
See especially Lehr, John. Ukrainian VernacularArchitecture in Alberta. Edmonton; Alberta
Culture, Historic Sites Service, 1976.

6 The Rockefeller family financed the restoration of this American colonial town in the 1930s.
It has since become synonymous with too-clean, story-book restoration. Williamsburg was
the inspiration for Walt Disney when he began planning Main Street USA for Disneyland.
While preparing for construction, Disney also assembled the world's largest collection of
nineteenth-century architectural pattern and design books, then built his buildings at four
fifths scale.
Joni Mitchell, Paprika Plains. Crazy Crow Music BMI, 1977.
Copies of her thesis entitled "The Prairie Legislative Buildings of Canada" are available for
consultation at the Provincial Archives in Edmonton, Regina and Winnipeg.

9 Grove, Frederick Philip. The Master ofthe Mill. page 327. Toronto; New Canadian Library.
10 First published in English in 1927,currently available as a paperback. Le Corbusier, Towards

a New Architecture. New York; Holt Rinehart and Winston, 1960.
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ABSTRACT. Each of the three prairie provinces used a different method of obtaining an archi
tect for its legislative building. The three architects came from different national backgrounds
and chose different prototypes for the buildings butall three used their Beaux-Arts architectural
training in their designs. Moreover, all three buildings were visual symbols to the people of the
time, of the progress of their province and the hope for prosperity in the future.

RES·UME
Chacune des trois provinces des Prairies a utilise une approche differente pour choisir un

architecte charge d'etablir les plans de ses batiments legislatifs, Les trois architectes venaient de
contextes nationaux differents, et ils ont choisi des prototypes differents pour les batiments. Tous
les trois ont cependant applique it leurs plans leur formation architecturale des Beaux-Arts. De
plus, les trois batiments etaient, pour les gens de l'epoque, des symboles visuels du progres de
leur province respective, et deI'espoir mis en la prosperite future.

The period 1885-1915 ·is particularly interesting for the study of
prairie architecture. The sudden and intense increase in immigration
in the region led to the subsequent agricultural development of rural
areas, establishment of urban centres, and erection of new buildings
to house the emerging prairie educational, medical, cultural, com
mercial, and political institutions. This last institution is particularly
important. Alberta and Saskatchewan were created provinces on
September I, 1905, and while Manitoba entered Confederation in
1870, the northern portion of the province was not annexed until 1912.
All three provinces needed great public buildings in which to conduct
the business of government. They needed legislative buildings.

The architectural functions of a legislative building relate directly
to the four functions of government. First of all, the legislative function
involves the making of laws by elected representatives who meet in a
legislative chamber. Secondly, the executive function involves the
formulation of policy and the making of decisions by the lieutenant
governor,. the premier and his cabinet, all of whom require offices.
Thirdly, the administrative function involves the day-to-day applica
tion of policy by the civil service to programmes in the community
a function requiring more office space. Finally, the judicial function
requires courtrooms. These, however, are not located in the legislative
building.

There is also a fifth all-inclusive function of government-to serve
the people. Consequently, the public need a space which physically
links them to all other functions and symbolically emphasizes their
importance. A legislative building should provide a public area as well
as space for a legislative chamber, ministerial offices, and civil service
offices. The three provincial legislative buildings in Edmonton, Regina
and Winnipeg were erected to fulfill these needs.

I' I
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The Alberta Legislative Building is located a few blocks from the
centre of the city of Edmonton on the north bank of the North Sas
katchewan River (Fig. I). The site was chosen in the fall of 19062 be
cause of its historical associations. This was the location of the
Hudson's Bay Company's Fort Edmonton, which was the first evi
dence of the establishment of Edmonton. However, it is interesting to
note that those buildings remaining from the fort were torn down in
1915 because they were considered an eyesore which detracted from
the new, legislative building. Excavations for the building.were begun
in August of 1907,3 and the building was completed in the summer of
1913.4 The building is of steel-frame construction (Fig. 2) resting on
concrete piles. The basement is faced in granite from Vancouver Island
while the upper storeys are faced in sandstone from the Glenbow
quarry near Calgary. The insides of the exterior walls are backed in
brick. The interior walls are hollow terra cotta tiles covered with
plaster. The rest of the interior is finished in several kinds of marble
in addition to mahogany and oak. The plan of the building (Fig. 2) is
in the shape of a "T" with the bar of the "T'tcontaining the east and
west administrative wings which contain offices for the ministers and
civil servants. The two wings are joined by the public rotunda which
also leads to the legislative chamber. Figure 3 shows the two wings
with the main entrance, a wide flight of steps, a central projecting
portico with six hand-carved Corinthian columns, an entablature and
a pediment. The dome (Fig. 4), placed over the public rotunda, appears
directly above the pediment. The library and legislative chamber
spaces are located in the stem of the "T" in the south rear portion of
the building.

Figure I. Alberta Legislative Building, aerial view c. 1965(Alberta Government Photographic
Services, Bureau of Public Affairs) ,
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Figure 2. Second-floor plan of the Edmonton building. (Provincial Archives of Alberta)
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Figure 3. North elevation of the Alberta Legislative Building during construction, c. August,
1912. (Glenbow Alberta Institute)

Figure 4. Dome of the Alberta Legislative Build
ing. (Alberta Government Photo
graphic Services, Bureau of Public
Affairs)
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There was no competition for the design of this building. The
architect was the Provincial Architect with the Alberta Department
of Public Works, Allan Merrick Jeffers (Fig. 5). It should be noted,
however, that the rotunda and the staircase leading to the legislative
chamber were designed by Richard Palin Blakey (Fig. 6), also Provin
cial Architect but at a later date.' Jeffers was born February 8, 1875
in Pawtucket, Rhode Island and received his architectural training in
Providence. He was also a graduate of the Rhode Island School of
Design. He came to Alberta in April, 1907,6 became chief architectural .
draughtsman for the Department of Public Works, May 1,1907,7 and
was Provincial Architect from September of 19078 until January of
.1912.9 Blakey was born in Sunderland, England, June 18, 1879. 10 He
articled there for five years (1894-1899).11 He became a draughtsman
with the Alberta Department of Public Works in 1907 and was ap
pointed Provincial Architect January 1, 1912,12 even before Jeffers
had officially resigned, and he remained in that position until 1923. 13

In terms of style, the Alberta Legislative Building is an example
of the Late Victorian Beaux-Arts style. Marcus Whiffen has proposed
a concise definition of this architectural style. In addition to the simple
plan and massing, smooth walls and large size, this style is recognized
by "its coupled columns; the five part frontal composition climaxing
in a central mass; a monumental flight of steps; arched and linteled
openings, often set between columns or pilasters, which appear in the
same elevation; figure sculpture, ·in the round or in relief; clearly artic
ulated parts; strictly symmetrical planning; terminal features in the
wings; and advancing and receding planes."14 While all of these ele
ments can be seen to some extent in this building, there is a relative
simplicity of effect when compared to Whiffen's definition of the full
blown style. This is most noticeable in the less than monumental flight
of steps and the meagreness of the sculptural ornament, there being a
lack of any figurative sculpture or any sculpture in the round. While
this building is an example of the Beaux-Arts style as defined by
Whiffen, I w.ould conclude that it is a simplified version of that style.

In terms of stylistic sources or prototypes for this building, there
are two which are particularly relevant: the Rhode Island and Minne
sota State Capitol Buildings. Jeffers would have been familiar with
the Rhode Island State Capitol, which was the first state capitol to be
designed in the Beaux-Arts style and to copy the Federal Capitol
Building in Washington, D.C. It was only one of sixteen state capitols
designed between 1890 and 1930 which exhibit features similar to
those listed above. This trend in designing state capitol buildings re
sulted from the interest in the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris and its
method of architectural training. Jeffers would have brought to Ed
monton this exposure to both Beaux-Arts buildings and Beaux-Arts .
design methods.
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Figure 5. Allan Merrick Jeffers in 1911. (Glenbow Alberta Institute)

Figure 6. Richard Palin Blakey, date unknown. (M. G. Blakey Collection)

Figure 7. Minnesota State Capitol, built 1896-1905 by Cass Gilbert, architect. (Architectural
Review XXXI January 1912, p. 14)
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are two which are particularly relevant: the Rhode Island and Minne
sota State Capitol Buildings. Jeffers would have been familiar with
the Rhode Island State Capitol, which was the first state capitol to be
designed in the Beaux-Arts style and to copy the Federal Capitol
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(Fig. II) shows the same east and west administrative wings, central
projecting portico and central dorneas in the Alberta building. Here,
however, an irregularly shaped octagonal dome rests on a basically
square drum or tower. The legislative chamber is again situated in the
rear portion of the building.

The architects were E. and W. S. Maxwell who were chosen over
six other architects in a competition by invitation only. The Maxwell
brothers were a prominent architectural firm from Montreal. Edward
Maxwell (1867-1923, Fig. 12) worked with American architect H. H.
Richardson's successor firm, Shepley, Rutan and Coolidge,'! before
going into partnership with his brother in 190219 in Montreal. William
Sutherland Maxwell (1875-1952) was born in Montreal and began
his architectural training as a draughtsman in his brother's office in
1890. In 1899 he entered the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris for two
years. He later became a member of the Beaux-Arts Institute ofDesign
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Figure 8. Southeast corner, Alberta Legislative Building, c. 1914(Glenbow Alberta Institute)
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Figure 9. Saskatchewan Legislative Building, aerial view looking north. (Saskatchewan Gov
ernment Photographic/ Art Division)

Figure 10. Saskatchewan Legislative Building, main floor plan. (Saskatchewan Archives)
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in New York.t? They designed many buildings for the Canadian Pacific
Railway in Saskatchewan, British Columbia, Winnipeg and Ottawa,
as well as commercial buildings and large residences in Montreal.

In terms of style, the Saskatchewan Legislative Building is again
a simplified version of the Beaux-Arts style. The building exhibits the
same coupled columns, five-part frontal composition, receding and
advancing planes, central mass, arched and linteled openings, strictly
symmetrical plan and decorative sculpture (Fig. 13). However, the
effect is one of simplicity, almost bareness.

While no specific sources for this building could be documented,
the Leeds Town Hall, in England,designed by C. Brodrick in 1855 has
some visual affinities in its exterior wall treatment, notably the round
arched windows alternating with pilasters, and the domed tower. In
fact, the contestants in the competition for the Saskatchewan Legis
lative Building were reminded that the "province is politically within
the British Empire."21 To one observer, the building was "a monu
mental treatment of the best period of British architecture."22 Certainly
the Beaux-Arts training received by both brothers encouraged the use
of any historical style which was mostappropriate to the purpose and
image of the building. There is a definite influence of Beaux-Arts
training and the possible use of an English source for the Saskatche
wan Legislative Building.

The Manitoba Legislative Building is located in the centre of the
city of Winnipeg (Fig. 14) on the north bank of the Assiniboine River.
The site was chosen and excavations began in the fall of 1913.23Con
struction was completed in 1919.24The building is of steel-frame con
struction on concrete caissons. The steps are granite from Ontario
while the exterior walls and some interior walls are limestone from the
famous Tyndall quarry near Winnipeg. The building has an "H" shape
plan (Fig. 15) with the ministerial and civil service offices in the wings,
and the public rotunda and legislative chamber (Fig. 16) in the centre
connecting the four wings. The north front elevation (Fig. 17) shows
two of the wings and the central projecting portico with six fluted
Greek Ionic columns, pediment, and a sculpted tympanum flanked
by a pair of Egyptian sphinxes. Here also, the towered dome is placed
over the rotunda. The Golden Boy is perched on top of the dome. The
south rear elevation is similar to the front but without the pediment.

The architect of the building was Frank Worthington Simon
(1863-1933) who was chosen over 66 other architects in a competition
open to British subjects only.25 He was born in England, and after re
ceiving his initial training· in Birmingham he attended the Ecole des
Beaux-Arts in Paris. He lived and practised in London, Edinburgh and
Liverpool, but moved to Winnipeg during the construction of the
Manitoba Legislative Building.
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Figure II. Saskatchewan Legislative Building, Proposed Front Elevation by E. and W.S.
Maxwell, architects, of Montreal. (Saskatchewan Archives)

Figure 12. Edward Maxwell, 1924.(Royal Arch
itectural Institute ofCanada Journal,
I, April-June, 1924, p. 53)

Figure 13. North pediment, Saskatchewan Legislative Building, c. 1956. (Saskatchewan Ar
chives)
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Figure 14. Manitoba Legislative Building, aerial view looking north. (Manitoba Department
of Consumer and Corporate Affairs)

~ ,

Figure 15. First-floor plan of the Manitoba Legislative Building. (Manitoba Archives)
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Figure 16. Manitoba Legislative Building, Legislative Chamber (Manitoba Department of
Consumer and Corporate Affairs)

Figure 17. Manitoba Legislative Building Proposal by F. W. Simon. (Winnipeg Free Press,
September 24, 1912, p. 1)
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This building is another example of the Beaux-Arts style (Fig. 18).
It is considerably more elaborate in its use of three-dime-nsional sculp
ture than either of the other two. There is also the exterior flight of
steps, the strict symmetrical planning, and the clear articulation' of
parts. However, there is limited use of the coupled column, the front
elevation does not have a five-part composition or arched openings,
and the use of receding and advancing planes is not pronounced. How
ever, it appears to be a simplification of some of the elements of Whif
fen's formulation of the Beaux-Arts style.

There are no specific documented sources for this building. How
ever, the Bournemouth Law Courts and Town Hall in England, de
signed by Mallows and Lacey c. 190626 is similar in its plan and domed
tower. I propose that while the Manitoba Legislative Building is also
a product of an architect with Beaux-Arts training, the national back
ground of the architect has introduced English influences.

In summary, each province used a different method to choose its
architect, each architect came from a different country but each had
received either formal training or exposure to the Beaux-Arts method
of design. As well we have seen how the Alberta Legislative Building
has American stylistic sources while the Saskatchewan and Manitoba
Legislative Buildings appear to have English sources.

Why the Beaux-Arts style was used and why it was modified are
two interesting questions which might be addressed. During this
period, architects were free to choose from a variety of historical styles.
The Beaux-Arts style was chosen for the three prairie legislative build
ings because of its symbolic associations and because it was the most
appropriate "dress" or "suit" for the occasion. The Greek, Egyptian
and especially Roman architectural traditions were seen as expressing
the concept of "government." It is apparent that these buildings do
not strictly reflect Whiffen's definition ,of the Beaux-Arts style but
represent markedly simplified versions of it. Economics was one of the
major reasons for this modification. All three provinces operated on
tight budgets which were eroded as a result of inflation. The austerity
associated with World War I was another factor. In Manitoba, for
example, several sculptures were not completed because of excessive
costs. A new definition of Canadian Beaux-Arts style will be necessary
once a thorough study of it is completed.

The prairie legislative buildings were profound symbols to the
people of the time. A comment concerning the Saskatchewan Legis
lative Building is representative of all three buildings. The people
"may justly regard it as a symbol of the magnitude and strength of the
great Province of which they are citizens."27 The Golden Boy on top
of the Manitoba Legislative Building faces north in order to indicate
the source of Manitoba's future prosperity. A comment made in 1911
concerning the Alberta Legislative Building expresses a concern over
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Figure 18. Manitoba Legislative Building, northwest corner, September, 1924. (Manitoba Ar
chives)

the future image of the building. "There is no difference of opinion
as to the wisdom of the expenditure which has provided the govern
ment of the province with quarters in keeping with the pretensions of
Alberta. Fifty years from now they should have historical associations
that are well worth while."28, 29
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ABSTRACT. The University of Saskatchewan was conceived in 1907 and building began in
1910. Although financial constraints have been the cause of various modifications to the original
plans, the University today is very much as it was first designed-Collegiate Gothic, greystone
buildings based on the plans of Brown and Vallance.

RESU~E

L'Universite de la Saskatchewan fut concue en 1907 et la construction a commence en
J91o. Bien que des contraintes financieres aient cause diverses modifications aux plans d'origine,
l'Universite, telle qu'elle se presente aujourd'hui, ressemble beaucoup au projet original: des
batiments de pierre grise, de style gothique collegial inspires des plans de Brown et Vallance.

The University of Saskatchewan is a considerable architectural
and planning achievement, an environment that enhances life. This is
the story of its evolution. There are two periods crucial to the building
of the University: its first years, 1907-13, when the nature of the
institution was defined, and when an architectural firm, an
architectural style, a campus plan, and building materials were chosen;
and a period in the mid fifties when most of the early assumptions were
challenged. 1 It is with the early period and its natural extension
through the twenties that this paper will be concerned.

The forces that influenced the development of the physical
university can be roughly divided into five. The first, and least tangible,
is the ideals held by the men who created the University, the early
politicians, the first president, the Governors. Today'scampus can be
seen as a reflection, though some steps removed, of the clear and
farsighted values of these men who first imagined the University. A
second force that influenced the shape of the campus was of course
economic. How much money was available for building at various
periods? In this respect the' University displays the same development
patterns as Saskatoon. Eight major buildings were constructed on
campus in its first short building period, 1910-13, which coincided
exactly with the greatest real estate and building boom of the west. It
then took seventeen years, during a period of financial constraint, to
build the next six buildings and by 1930 one of the key buildings in all
early plans.ian Arts building, was still not constructed. Chance was a
third influence. The discovery of a satisfactory local building material,
the greystone, was simply good fortune, while the Engineering
Building fire in the mid-twenties and the tendering of an Arts building
in 1930 rather than 1929 were bad fortune. The fact that the University
was in an agricultural province made a difference too, especially when
it was decided to incorporate a College of Agriculture with the

[.
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University, and then to emphasize that College and service to
Saskatchewan's farmers. Those decisions had a-very specific influence
on what part of the campus would be developed first and what
buildings constructed. The final influence, perhaps the most
interesting in an essay on architecture, is the ability of the architects,
Brown and Vallance, and the landscape architect, Thomas Mawson.
No attempt is made in this paper, to render judgements on their use of
space, matching of buildings or creation of useful structures. Rather,
an attempt is made to place the building of the University in an
historical context so that accurate architectural judgements can
follow.

Preliminaries

The main actors in the University story are three. Walter Murray
was University President from 1908-37, and to a remarkable degree
the University is his creation. Then there are the architects, David
Brown and Hugh Vallance of Montreal (later Brown alone), who
served the university from 1909-30, when the Depression rather than
the University ended their tenure, though not until they had planned
the campus ·and designed fourteen major buildings-so in a very real
way the University is their university too. The third important
character is a composite one, the provincial government, represented
by' its premiers and ministers of education, in particular the first
premier, 'Walter Scott, the first minister ofeducation, James A. Calder,
and the first leader of the opposition, Sir Frederick Haultain. They
createdthe ideal conditions under which a state university could grow. 2

The University. was established by an Act passed in the spring of
1907 at a time when the province itself had been in existence for less
than two years. The originators of the bill were Scott and Calder, both
of whom had worked under Haultain in the Territorial government
and knew the principles behind a University Act he had introduced in
1903. At that time its implementation was impossible, since so few
secondary schools existed in the Territory, but Haultain thought it
useful to establish important principles. "The first principle taken into
consideration is to make the university free from all influence of
government, sect, or politics; in fact the institution is to be governed by
its graduates."3 Because of the far-sightedness of these early planners
three possible areas of conflict were avoided in Saskatchewan; undue
political, or party, influence; competition between a state university
and religious colleges, a competition that flourished mightily in the
'older provinces; and competition between.a central campus and
autonomous professional colleges.

The fact that there would be but one campus, including affiliated
religious colleges and professional colleges, in particular agriculture,
obviously meant a great deal to the shape of the physical plant, which
had to be extensive to contain such a variety of buildings. It also meant
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Figure I. Aerial view of University of Saskatchewan Campus, 1928. Courtesy of University of
.Saskatchewan Archives.

Figure 2. Poultry Science Building designed by Brown and Vallance. Courtesy of University
of Saskatchewan Archives.
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that the nine men charged with planning the University could do so
with only that end in mind. There would be no other institution
competing for the support of the government or the public. No
external body would dictate priorities. And if Saskatchewan's campus
is handsome and useful today, then in part the credit goes to those
decisions taken before the first sod- was turned, by Scott and Calder
and Haultain, and supported by Murray and the Governors.

Planning

In the fall of 1908 Murray and two members of the Board of
Governors visited seven American and two CanadianUniversities to
examine the relationship between agriculture and the university. This
trip was extraordinarily important to the future university in other
ways as well. On his return Murray presented to the Senate and
Governors an academic blueprint .of the new University.'

.Before purchasing the land for-the" site of the University, and be
fore any plans are prepared for the location of the buildings, the
Board of Governors should have a fairly definite idea of the work
which the University is expected to undertake both immediately
and in the more distant future.

Murray then listed colleges under eight headings:
1) A College of Liberal Arts and Science, with Schools of Music,

Art, Domestic Science, and Commerce.
2) A College of Agriculture with the Experimental Farm, School

of Forestry, and Department of Veterinary Science.
3) A College of Education with its Practice Schools.
4) A College of Law.
5) A College of Medicine and School of Pharmacy.
6) A College of Dentistry.
7) A College of Engineering.
8) An Extension Department making provision for local Tech

nical Schools, Correspondence Classes, and lecture courses
in local centres.

Also, there were to be separate buildings for important departments,
and buildings for general purposes, for instance a Library, Convoca
tion Hall, Chapel, Gymnasium, Boat House, and "a system of College
Residences for men and women similar to the English colleges." Resi
dences were chosen over fraternities as being more democratic. There
would also be, significantly, buildings for groups "closely allied with
the University, such as Theological Colleges." Murray's ideas of 1908,
when the University consisted only of ideas and words, became to a
remarkable extent the mortar and stone university of thirty and even
seventy years later.

During the 1908 trip the "arrangement and plans for building"
were also considered> and to that end two universities were visited,
Washington University at St. Louis and the University of Chicago,
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"because of their reputation for architectural beauty," and a number
of leading" architects were interviewed.

I asked them about the/reparation of the general plan of the
Campus, about the nee of a Landscape Architect, about the
selection of an architect and procedure for a competition, about
cost, about the selection of a style of architecture.

The group learned that an extensive site was needed, that a general
plan was imperative, that a landscape architect could be hired after
such a plan was created, that competitions cost time and money and it
might be better simply to hire a first class firm. Murray summarized
his impression of major architectural firms:

The firm of architects with the most extensive experience in Uni
versity building seems to be Shepley Rutan & Coolidge, although
Cope & Stewardson, Geo. B. Post & Co., Carriere & Hastings,
have very extensive practice. Mr. Coolidge's firm has very large
undertakings with almost unlimited means.... Of Canadian
firms experienced in University Architecture I believe Brown
and Vallance would suit us best. Both these gentlemen studied
under Mr. Coolidge. .

Brown and Vallance had won a competition for the McGill Medical
Building (Pearson was a judge), which they had completed hand
somely, and on time and at budget. They "have had training under
University architects, some experience and a reputation to make."

Figure 3. Qu'Appelle Hall, 1914,showing the surrounding open prairie. Courtesy of University
of Saskatchewan Archives.
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The Board of Governors interviewed Brown June 25, 1909, and hired
the firm.

The style of architecture also seems to have been chosen on this
tour, and before the hiring of the architects. On November 4, 1908,
immediately after the tour, Murray wrote, "The buildings of Washing
ton University at St. Louis seem to me the best of those seen by US."6

Chicago comes second. In his President's Report of 1909-10 Murray
expands on the topic.

The style of architecture adopted is Collegiate Gothic, a style
introduced into America by Cope and Stewardson. Some of the
bes.t examples of this style are to be seen at Bryn Mawr, Princeton,
and Washington University, St. Louis. The buildings of the Uni
versity of Chicago in the same style are close copies of the more
notable buildings of Oxford.

Finally, when Murray wrote his history of the University near the
end of his life, he said of the style,

When the Saskatchewan committee saw the beautiful buildings
and fine site of Washington University, they were so captivated
that they decided to recommend the same style of architecture
and materials for the buildings of the new University of Sas
katchewan.?

So Brown and Vallance were hired to work within a given style.

Between the tour in the fall of 1908 and the hiring of the firm in
the summer of 1909 the great decision that faced the Board was the
choice of site, and Saskatoon won the University on April 7, 1909,
by a vote of 6 to 3,8 and against the very strong advice of Murray who
thought a university would be most useful at the seat of government,
and who considered resigning over the issue. Ultimately four sites
were offered in Saskatoon, two considered, and the present site chosen
because buildings could be displayed advantageously on the river bank
and because there was sufficient good land for agriculture. The site
consisted of 292 acres for campus, 880 acres for farm, and 160 acres
for experimental plots. For the most part it was bare prairie. Accord
ing to A. S. Morton when the first sod was turned in the spring of
1910 the only relief afforded to the eye on the prairie was one "clump
of half a dozen small poplar trees."? In the days before homesteading
began in the area an Indian trail from Moosewoods to Batoche ran
across the site. David Brown said the architects chose as the main
entrance to the campus the point at which that trail entered university
land!" (where the Memorial Gates now stand),

Brown and Vallance began at once to layout a plan for the
campus, II which received general approval in early September. The
plan was based on two topographical features on the property, a ravine
back from the river, now known as Devil's Dip, and a gentle slope
that ran upwards from the river bank for about half. a mile (Fig. 4).
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Figure 4. Campus plan as modified in 1924from the 1909 plan of Brown and Vallance. Cour
tesy of University of Saskatchewan Archives.
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The main axis of the campus was drawn roughly as a continuation of
that ravine, and ran 28'l2° south of due east. Two .other main axes

.crossed that first one at right angles, one near the height of the slope,
at a point in the middle of the present bowl, and the second nearer
the river, at the head of Devil's Dip.where the central building of the
University, Convocation Hall, was to be built (approximately on the
site of the College of Law). The Memorial Gates and the small segment
of road that runs through them are all that mark this line today. A
fourth major feature of the plan was a crescent that began at the point
where the Memorial Gates now stand and swept back to intersect the
main axial at a point where the Chemistry Building was built, and
then continued in an arc northwards and back towards the river. (The
southern half of the crescent was part of the main road system of the
Campus for years, though it is now obscured by the Dentistry Build
ing).

The same notion that empowered Brown and Vallance to layout
the campus also instructed them to prepare plans for three buildings, a
General Building, a Residence, and a Power House. As the power
house clearly belonged to the backyard of the campus and as the
General Building became thought of as the Agricultural Building,
actual construction on the campus began at the point in the developed
plan furthest from the river. The Board's decision to emphasize agri
culture in the new university thus had a very important effect on the
physical plant. Development began near the farm lands and away from
what in the plan is the central' focus, Convocation Hall and its en
virons, including the river itself. The University is still oriented inwards
away from the river, and except that the ravine was chosen to dictate
the main axial the river has had no influence on the growth of the
campus.

The plan for the campus was unusual for Western Canada in that
it was not based on the grid system, its roads curved and it was
designed as a total environment with.a high value placed on aesthetic
qualities. Allthis was in marked contrast to the adjacent city with its
straight roads and its unplanned and almost chaotic development.

The First Set of Buildings

Before the first buildings were tendered in the spring of 1910 the
package underwent some .changes. In the first draft of the university
plan the agricultural building was placed in a retired position and a
horticulture building occupied a position of honour. The Board ac
cepted "the general location of the Agriculture Building as submitted
in the second draft by the Architects" at their meeting September 2
and 3, 1909 and therefore brought it into prominence. Now, said
Murray, we have to do
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... something of interest architecturally.... The building is. the
first ~ne, and for many years will o~cupy the place of honour, and
even In later years, when the principal buildings have been built,
its position is such that it deserves thorough study to develop the
architectural possibilities. 12

Though the architect's voutlines" of the three buildings were also
approved in September changes went on during the autumn. In par
ticular the auditorium, now Convocation Hall, was added to the plan,
at the suggestion of Dean Rutherford of Agriculture, apparently for
use in agricultural extension work.

I am confident that it would be a mistake not to provide the addi
tion asked for. The College will be the centre of much of the ex
tension work among the farmers, and large meetings of the
farmers will be held In this building.P .

The building was also sited so as to achieve the "Washington effect"
by filling in the front of the building the facade would appear two
stories high while the sides and rear would appear three stories high. 14
At the December Board meeting two additional buildings were ap-

, proved, a Stock Pavilion and a Farm Machinery Building. As well a
number of wooden agricultural buildings were to be built, including
a large barn. Even after tendering in the spring, sites for all the build
ings were not established and a wire from Brown to Murray on May
2, 1910 suggests leaving the Power House and Engineering Building
where they are-"barns and stock pavilion may be put where you
desire."15 They were finally given a location on June 21.

A simple list of the first buildings shows how extensive the Board's
commitment to Agriculture was. That commitment had already deter
mined much of the early shape of the campus. When Murray wrote a
letter to the government defending increased expenditures on the first
buildings (they came in far over budget) he declared that fully three
quarters of the expenditure was for agriculture.!s The University's
emphasis on agriculture was extended inevitably to an emphasis on the
sciences and on science buildings, and a relegation of the arts to second
place, certainly in terms of buildings. By t'950 there was still no Arts
Building or Library Building on campus.

Tenders for the first buildings were opened March 30, at which
point the Governors may have had some strong doubts about the
future of their great experiment, The government had approved ap
proximately $420,000 for the five main buildings; the tenders came in
at approximately $644,000, or over 50% more, and other costs for
which no order in council had been requested came to some $230,000
-for heating, plumbing, ventilating, lighting, sewer, architects' fees.17
The Board examined specifications with Smith Bros. and Wilson,
who had submitted the lowest construction tender, and eventually a list
of reductions amounting to $56,000 was approved. A second list of

[I I
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possible but not recommended reductions amounting to $81,000 was
also drawn up. A delegation met with Mr. Calder, Minister of Educa
tion, April 14, and following their own meeting the same day Murray
drafted a letter from the Board to the Minister.

The Governors have every reason to believe that their plans are
on the right lines. The sympathy with which the public has re
ceived them, the cordial approval of competent men from abroad
who haveheard of them confirm the Board in their belief that they
are moving on the right lines. It is therefore wise to go forward
with confidence and build not for a decade but for a century. IS

The future of the University was very much in the government's hands
in the third week of April 1910. Calder responded promptly and posi
tively, granting the University its full requests, and by April 23 a con
tract had been signed with Smith Bros. and Wilson. The business of
building a handsome campus could go forward.

The first sod was turned by Chancellor Whetmore May 4, 1910
and the excavation for the Power House completed by the end of May.
Sir Wilfred Laurier laid the cornerstone. of the College Building July
29, 1910. Exteriors were largely constructed in the summer of 1911,
interior work done over the winter of·1911-12, and classes offered in
the buildings in the fall of 1912. The official opening of the University
was held May I, 1913.

There were three basic building materials used on the exterior of
the original buildings: wood for the barns and minor agricultural
buildings; red brick for the substantial buildings in the agricultural
area, Agricultural Engineering, Power House, and Stock Pavilion; and
stone for the College Building and Residence, soon to be called Sas
katchewan Hall. The original tenders had asked for quotations on the
latter two buildings in either brick or untrimmed stone. Smith's quote
on the College Building was $244,000 for brick and $246,000 for stone;
since stone cost only marginally more than brick it was preferred.'?
Tyndall stone was chosen and apparently Rockefeller Hall at Bryn
Mawr offered an illustration of how a building of such material would
appear when finished.s? The cut stone for windows, doorways, belt
courses was sandstone in the first buildings, but "it was too soft and not
satisfactory. In the later buildings a limestone from Indiana was
US~d."21 In the fall of 1910, at Dean Rutherford's suggestion, local river
boulders were used for the foundation of the main barn. The decision
to use the local "greystone" (Fig. 5) was made in the spring of 1911, and
originally came out of a discussion on what kind of houses should be
built for Murray and Rutherford.

It had been proposed to build the houses of wood-,. but when the
architect sent in the sketch for the President's house, it seemed
so appropriate that it was thought unwise to place an inferior
building on such a site.
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Shortly after it occurred to friends of the University outside
the Board that the stan.e found near the river, being of such excel
lent quality and cheaper than high class brick, should be used
both In the Dean's House and the President's, if the cost was not
beyond what might seem wise to the govemment.P

The Governors passed a motion May 9, 1911, to examine a stone
supply for the University. By August 17 Mr. Powe was paid for hauling
stone.P According to A. S. Morton the friend of the University was
James Wilson.> a local homesteader and later Mayor of Saskatoon.

The "greystone" of course proved immensely successful. In Murray's
words,

By chance a local limestone was found near at hand. It was harder
than the Tyndall and therefore more costly to work, but its texture
was so much more resistant to water, the variety of its colour was
so pleasing, and the cost of transportation so much less that it was
to be preferred to the Tyndall.sf

Figure 5. Saskatchewan Hall, north entrance, showing the effect of sunlight on the greystone.
Courtesy of University of Saskatchewan Archives.
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Its basic colour is more cream than grey, and there are also yellow
ish and reddish stones..The College Building and Residence Building
were constructed of re-inforced concrete with steel roof trusses, and
they were ornamented with a series of delightful gargoyles. Unfor
tunately,no interpretation of these appears in the correspondence.
They were carved in Montreal, and at the request of the architects,
included the prairie gopher found on the shields next to the main
entrance of the Administration Building (Fig. 6).

There were other buildings constructed at the University in this
first phase, including the first affiliated college, Emmanuel, designed
by Brown and Vallance. As already noted, the Governors also decided
in the spring of 1911 to build homes of local greystone for the President
and the Dean of Agriculture. They were originally to be built of wood
at an estimated cost of $10,000 and $7,000 respectively. But the archi
tects sent two plans for the President's house.

In the sketches for your own house there is a modified plan of
the layout which you gave to the writer when he was in Saskatoon.
There is also a sketch of a house such as we would like to see the
University build for the President. This latter unquestionably
would ·be in excess of any expenditure you would care to under
take. The sketch shows a stone house, butthis house could be built
in shingles preserving the same plan.26

Murray was tempted and thought the house beautiful. "Poverty is a
nuisance."27 The Governors were tempted too, and perhaps out of
the dilemma of wanting to build beautifully but beyond what made
strict economic sense, came the use ofgreystoneas a new less expensive
but still quality building material. Costs for .both buildings kept esca
lating however. The Dean's house was approved at $14,000, after a
number of costly items were removed. It was begun in the summer of
1911 and finished a year later, at a cost of over $20,000.28It is now the
Faculty Club. The President's house was estimated at $32,000 by the
spring of 1912. The President suggested removing one wing.

We are doing it not for building reasons, but from political rea
sons. Until the University is well established and doing work that
meets with the approval of the province, it is very unwise for us to
expend money in any way that might invite public criticism.s?

Murray's suggestion was rejected by the Governors and the final cost
of the building, apparently finished early in 1913, was over $42,000,
which made it more than twice as expensive as any other house in
Saskatoon. Murray was apologetic. "I am prepared to pay in rent
sufficient to relieve the province of the additional burden. I may assure
you that of all the University expenditures this is the only item that
I regret."30 There was however no public outcry, rather the reverse.
People were proud of their handsome campus.

If the Scott government, and Murray and his Board of Governors,
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and Brown and Vallance deserve praise for their creation, it is also true
they were all of them very fortunate. They built when money was
comparatively plentiful and when man's reach always exceeded his
grasp. But if 1912 was the year when things went up and up, 1913 was
the year when they began to come down, and by 1914 and the war they .
stayed down. The rest of theUniversity's history, after one important

Figure 6. Prairie gopher used in the decorative features of the College Building. Courtesy of
University ofSaskatchewan Archives.
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-
digression, shows a slower and much less heroic development, as does
the community that surrounded it.

Thomas Mawson
Before going on to the second stage of development there is one

more story to tell about the first phase, and that was the hiring of the
famous English landscape architect Thomas Mawson. In his years in
Canada, Mawson and his firm were involved in projects in Ottawa,
Regina, Calgary, Vancouver, as well as in Saskatoon. Murray

... heard his work very highly spoken of in Halifax ... heard a
very appreciative account of him and his work from President
Falconer ofToronto. We have also heard from Brown & Vallance
of his standing as an authority."

He was hired in the fall of 1912 to write a report on "the arrangement
of the grounds, planting of trees, the location and making of roads ...
the location of buildings, with suggestions with regard to their arrange
ment both for landscape effect and for convenience."32 Mawson visited
the campus in December. His plan," completed in the summer of
1913, was an elaboration of the Brown and Vallance plan, increasing
the number of major buildings from about sixty to one hundred (by
1930 fourteen would be built). The spine of the original plan was kept,
"but all the building clusters round it were rearranged, in keeping with
a more rigorous geometrical form, ·though there was considerable
variety too. Mawson and his staff seem to have paid little attention
to most buildings already under construction on the campus. In
October Murray wrote to J. W. Mawson, the son, that they had studied
the plan and found it wanting in some areas. Chemistry and Physics
were too far removed from other teaching buildings and the class
schedule would not work. The Dormitories were too closely packed
and lost .

. . . the openness which is characteristic of the prairies. We quite
appreciate what your father said about the need for shelter, shelter
on the outside of our groups, but not close packing, such as may
be necessary on small sites in crowded cities. 34

And upkeep would be exorbitant. The younger Mawson defended the
plan at some length. It is a "rough draft of our ideas and nothing
approaching a working drawing."

You insist upon having a large area devoted to the different facul
ties, for instance science, which we were told would ultimately
be too small, but which as shown by us occupies a greater area
than the whole of McGill University, The other alternative is to
reduce the areas given over to the different faculties, and occupy
only part of your total grounds.

Mawson warned that the University was likely to be "extremely scat
tered for years to come,"35 and he was in effect proven right; for sixty
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years the campus looking everywhere more like a process than a
product. By the end of the twenties there were immense open spaces
between some of the buildings.

The relationship between Mawson's firm and the University wors
ened in 1914 and in August the Mawson Canadian office had to close.w
Murray's summary of their relationship was not flattering:

Mr. Mawson placed the buildings without any reference to our
future needs ... while here he made some notes of our require
ments which he apparently lost, and then proceeded to place the
buildings in a way to secure good architectural effects. They are,
however, very badly placed for educational purposes, and we
have decided to reject.many of the important features of his plan.
. . . I do not think he himself had very much to do with the develop
ment of the plan, but I think he left it to someone in his office.P

Murray repeated to architect David Brown the same charges of mis
placed notes and of Thomas Mawson spending little time on the
project, and added:

I can say this much, that if we had the thing to do over again, we
would act differently ... we would have been better satisfied if
we had kept to your plan and zot you to work it out in greater
detail,-but that is in the past.38

Mawson's plan may have had one effect on the campus-the Bowl
(Fig. 7) may have been his idea, though the same general space was
created in the Brown and Vallance layout.

The Second Set of Buildings

During 1913 the Governors were planning a second set of build
ings that would equal the first, and include a second Residence, Phys-

,,~,: --'~ ,.'
Figure 7. The Bowl. The centre of the Brown and Vallance campus and the only element of

Mawson's landscape plan that was completed. Courtesy of University" ofSaskatche
wan Archives.
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ics, Chemistry, and Arts buildings, estimated originally at $100,000
each for the first three and $30,000 for the latter,39 but low estimates
were a university specialty. Murray met with Scott and Calder in
November and received approval for 1914 for the Residence, Physics,
and a foundation for Chemistry. The Residence had first priority and
was tendered by the end of April 1914-the University was eager to
complete it because "Prices at present are exceedingly favourable."40
The Physics building, given a general go-ahead at the same April
meeting, was not tendered until November 12, 1914,and that ofcourse
was too late. War had intervened and the building would ultimately be
postponed for five years. Construction work on the Residence came to
a stop in August of 1914, started up again slowly, but was held up again
in the early months of 1915 because the provincial government itself
was having difficulty arranging a 10an.41 In Saskatoon building per
mits had fallen from a high of $7 million in 1912 to a low of $20,000
in 1915 and ·the Residence was almost the only building under con
struction in the city in the fall of that very bleak year. Conditions were
no better for the architects. Brown redesigned Physics, for "we have no
other work in the office."42 The Residence, to be called Qu'Appelle
Hall, was completed in 1917, at a final cost of almost $250,000. Physics
was completed in 1921 and Chemistry in 1924. The Depression pre
vented the start of work on the Arts buildingin 1930. So while the first
group of buildings was designed and built in three years, the second
group remained unfinished after seventeen years.

This Residence was based on a new concept.

It differs from the old Residence in several aspects. It has three
storeys. The upper floors are broken into sections, so that it
resembles a group of houses with separate stairways rather than
a barracks with long corridors."

The south wing was planned as a grand dining hall, with a swimming
pool beneath it in the basement, but the hall was converted during
construction into a gymnasium and retained that function until the
University was finally able toconstruct a proper Gymnasium at the
end of the 1940s. Murray wanted to name the two residences after
Calder- and Scott-the latter suggested Calder and Haultain. The
matter was dropped as perhaps too political and the present names
chosen (Saskatchewan and Qu'Appelle Halls).

The story of the 1920s and the forces that influenced building can
be told rather quickly, and the story is of development that was slow
but in keeping with what had gone before. Necessity became an argu
ment the University had finally to use with government to get buildings
funded. After the Physics building was put off on account of the war
Murray informedthe Governors "in the strongest manner possible the
urgency of the need for the Physics building."44 The University was
short of laboratory space and general class rooms and needed a space
to house the Normal Schooi for a few years.
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Should nothing be done, however, I fear that we will have to give
notice at once to the Normal School to seek quarters elsewhere,
and be forced also to abandon certain phases of scientific work
which are of very great importance.s-

A year later conditions were more desperate and Murray warned
Premier Martin that they would have to refuse admission to some
students." at which point the building was approved, and was finished
by 1921. On March 13, 1924 an under-insured engineering building
burnt down. It was rebuilt, out of necessity, the same year and to
almost entirely the same design. The cost in excess of the insurance
money was over $200,00047 and a new home for field husbandry
became necessary too. The fire destroyed "one year's crop ofpure seed,

Figure 8. Architect David Brown's drawing of the Chemistry Building. Courtesy of University
of Saskatchewan Archives.
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Figure 9. Chemistry Building, 1940s. Courtesy of University a/Saskatchewan Archives.
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and, in the case of potatoes, six years valuable work,"48 and the
Department lost a home and was scattered over the campus.

The loss of time and efficiency due to the scattering, the danger
of loss of valuable strains of wheat and forage plants derived from
cross breeding; the danger of mixing seed due to inadequate
provision for storing, as well as the lack of suitable quarters for
laboratory teaching and research make a new building impera
tive.t?

It took six years for that building to be constructed. Even small struc
tures took time to complete. The Observatory had to be built over
two years, the small tower for the telescope being constructed in 1929 .
and the small classroom wing the following year. The Memorial Gates
were proposed in 1923 and not dedicated until 1928. Murray's frustra
tion with the slow process of building surfaced on one occasion at least.
In his Annual Report of 1924-25 he made this summary of building.

With the completion of the Chemistry building, after a decade
of building the Province has given to the University land, build
ings, and equipment valued at practically three and a half 'million
dollars, much less than the amounts expended by either of our
immediate neighbors, East and West.

Though money was scarce in the twenties the buildings that were
constructed were liberally provided for. Had Physics gone ahead in
1916 such would not have been the case. Murray instructed Brown that
"the cost of the building must be cut down to the lowest possible
compatible with efficiency ... the Physics Laboratory is a workshop,
and every dollar these times counts."50 The final cost was $437,000 and
the building expensive because of the kind of work that would go on
within it. Physics was placed according to the original plan, and when
viewed from between the two residences it closes a vista to the north.s!

Chemistry is the most lavish of the early University buildings,
(Figs. 8 and 9), built at a cost of over $600,000, and "quite comparable
to the excellent Physics Building"52 said Murray. The firm of Brown
and Vallance broke up early in 192053; so this is the first building
designed by Brown alone. It was placed on a site marked in the Brown
and Vallance but not the Mawson plan, and it faced away from the
other major buildings towards what was to have been that original
focus nearer to the river. The building was designed with a north wing
to match the south, but that was never built and the building always
seemed out of proportion, the grand entrance too heavy for the re
mainder of the structure.

The construction of Chemistry stimulated completion of the road
system on campus. After Physics was constructed the oval, or Bowl,
was graded; and while Chemistry was under construction a road from
the College Building to Physics was extended to Chemistry and then
along that ·crescent in the Brown and Vallance plan to what would be
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the main entrance.>' by this time located between the President's
House near the river and a new affiliated college, St. Andrews, a
Presbyterian college designed by Brown and completed in 1923. The
road system for the first time tied the parts of the campus together, and
gave an alternative to walking in mud in wet weather. It also made the
Brown and Vallance plan much more visible than it had been, and
stimulated the desire for Memorial Gates to commemorate the Uni
versity's war dead. The idea was broached in 1923, then suspended for
want of money; an alumni fund was established; Brown's first design
was judged too expensive, and the Gates were finally dedicated early in
1928. And they, along with the small Observatory, were the last struc
tures built in,what might be called the front yard of the campus until
1947. When the Field Husbandry Building went up a year later it was
thought of as a screen between the stone part of the campus and the
brick part and was also sited to balance the Stock Pavilion.v

Buildings Planned but not Built

The appearance of the campus has been determined not only by
the buildings that did get built but by those that were planned and then
not built, and a number of projects joined Mawson's plan as might
have-beens. The city proposed to build a major hospital on campus in
1913, with Brown and Vallance as architects. A money bylaw was
passed and excavation begun, but 1913 was a bad year and the project
was shelved. The city originally requested river front property for the
building, but as the Governors had already refused such a site to
affiliated colleges they said they could hardly offer it to the city.56
Instead a site of 11 acres was provided south of the main campus. The
Presbyterians planned to build an affiliated college on campus in 1913
and were given land near the northern boundary of the campus,
approximately where the present Education Building is, and they too
began construction on a building designed by Brown and Vallance.
They too ran short of money in 1914, and eventually built at a different
location. A statue of King Edward VII donated by a prominent Saska
toon realtor, Allan Bowerman, was to have been placed opposite the
main entrance, and with pedestal it was to have been 25 feet high.>? Mr.
Bowerman fared no better than the city or the Presbyterians in the
stringent money conditions of the war. ,

In the winter of 1918-19 the Department of Public Works wanted
to build a Normal School for teacher training on campus, but after
considerable controversy chose another location. Eventually the Nor
mal School was built on today's Idylwyld Drive, two miles from
campus. Obviously a Normal School on the main campus would have
made a considerable difference to the University landscape. So would
additions to two completed buildings, Chemistry and Qu' Appelle Hall,
both additions envisaged in the original plans. The north wing, to

I' I
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Chemistry seems never to have been contemplated in the twenties but
the Qu'Appelle addition was twice in the budget estimates; neither was
built.

That brings us to the saga of the Arts Building(Figs. lOa and b). It
was listed first in that original academic plan Murray presented to the
Governors in 1908, and presumably lost its place of honour when the
Governors placed their first emphasis on Agriculture. It was one of
four structures proposed in what was to have been the second set of
buildings on campus, though it ranked fourth in priority; presumably
because classes or professors or books 'could be housed almost any
where but specific laboratories had to be designed. Murray wrote to
the Governors in 1915 about the need to balance priorities.

Hitherto the Science departments have received the major part
of our attention, largely because of their importance for all phases
of University work. More attention must hereafter be given to
the development of the linguistic and humanistic departrnents.v

In 1921 the Governors were planning for a $500,000 Arts Building,
to be "the crown of our present group."59 In 1927 Dean Ling of Arts
said it had been hoped to open an Arts Building in 1929 but the burn
ing and rebuilding of the Engineering Building had taken the avail
able capital. 60 Finally in 1930the time for an Arts Building had arrived.
The case for its construction was strong. Enrollment had tripled
between 1918-19 and 1928-29. Building had not kept up and space
was at a premium. The new building was to house classrooms, offices,
the Library (books were scattered in eight different locations), a
museum, and the administration offices.v' A delegation talked to the
government in November of 1929, and included in its number a man
who was present at the beginning of our story, University Chancellor
Sir Frederick Haultain. The government gave the go-ahead early in
1930 and Brown began preparing plans, which apparently went
through two or three transformations. In the end the design consisted
of a central wing and two side wings, like Chemistry though less
"stately." It was to be sited west of Chemistry. After tenders were
received reductions were made and the final cost, without furnishings,
was projected at $880,000. That was in the fall of 1930. The govern
ment was interested in the maximum amount of Canadian materials
being used and Murray said that as much of the local stone as possible
would be used in Arts. He also gave estimates of the cost of the building
as compared to earlier buildings. The 1920 Physics Building cost 60
cents per cubic foot, the 1924 Chemistry Building 42.3 cents per cubic
foot, the 1929 Field Husbandry Building 48 cents per cubic foot, and
the 1931 Arts Building was estimated at 43.3 cents per cubic foot. 62

After the tenders were accepted- suppliers' in cut stone and in steel
offered even lower prices, to keep their operations going in the bad
winter approaching. But in spite of this there was not sufficient money
available to proceed.
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Conditions were very black for the province and the University in
the next years. In July of 1930the Mayor of Saskatoon asked Murray
if relief work could be provided by hand digging the basement of the
Arts Building. Murray said the digging of stone north ofthe University
would be of some help.63 David Brown employed a draughtsman to
replan some of the specifications in the winter of 1930-31-"otherwise,
with the dearth ofwork, he would have been one of the unemployed."64
In 1933 Brown redesigned the fronts of the Arts Building, again be
cause there was little other work in the office. Murray noted that "the
last two years we have beenplunged into gloom and the gloom does not
show any signs of breaking in the near future." He added, "Is it true
that .happy days will come again?"65 Brown suggested that unemploy
ment relief might be a way to begin construction. Murray wrote to
Premier Anderson asking if the Arts Building might be begun that
way, or a smaller Library Building, or at least the procurement of the
building stone north of the University. Anderson replied that none
of the alternatives were possible, as the government must first provide
relief for 40,000 farmers.w

The University of 1929 remained, with a very few additions, the
University of 1946, and the first chapter in the building of the Univer
sity of Saskatchewan had concluded, and concluded sadly at the end.
Still the promise of early days had been in great part fulfilled. In 1924
Murray praised Brown's contribution:

I am unwilling to allow this active period of our building opera
tions to close without an expression to you of our appreciation
of the great success which has attended your efforts and those of

...._-------...:..-_ .•.__ ...~ ."

Figure II. Memorial Gates, official opening, 1928. Union Jack draped over the cairn that
commemorates the men who died in World War I. S1. Andrew's College to the
right, then Emmanuel, the Stone School House and Qu' Appelle Hall. Courtesy of
University of Saskatchewan Archives.
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Figure 12. Qu'Appelle Hall. Collegiate Gothic style in locai greystone. Courtesy of University
of Saskatchewan Archives.

Figure 13. Qu'Appelle Hall entrance detail. Courtesy of University ofSaskatchewan Archives.

your firm in giving to the University a beautiful and useful group
of buildings. These buildings have won the admiration of every
visitor, and will for many generations be a witness of the skill,
artistic .ability, and foresight of the architects.

It is now more than fifteen years since we began to co-operate
in planning and equipping the University with a set of buildings,
worthy of a great University, and a source of pride and pleasure
to the people of the province.s?

Brown replied that "Nature, of course, was kind to us in the matter
of stone, and all are to be congratulated that the Board was composed
of sympathetic men."68

'II I II I
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ABSTRACT. The Ukrainian settlers in Western Canada brought with them many elements
of their culture including their vernacular architectural tradition. Although building modifica
tions took place in response to local conditions and available materials, the basic elements of
the original style remained recognizable. Only recently, with economic progress and social inte
gration, have the Ukrainian families broken this link with their past ..

RESUME
Les immigrants ukrainiens dans I'Ouestcanadien ont apporte avec eux bien des elements

de leur culture, y compris leur tradition architecturale propre. Bien que des modifications de
construction se soient produites acause des conditions locale et des materiaux disponibles, les
elements fondamentaux du style d'origine restent reconnaissables. Recernment, cependant, Ie
progres economique et l'integration sociale ont brise chez les familles ukrainiennes ce lien avec
leur passe.

In the two decades preceding the First World War, large tracts of
Western Canada's northern parklandswere settled by Ukrainian immi
grants from the Austro-Hungarian provinces of Galicia (Halychyna)
and Bukovyna. These .settlers were almost entirely of peasant stock,
had a deep, almost mystical relationship with the land and were heirs
to a rich and varied folk cultural tradition. One of the most tangible
elements of the culture which the emigrants carried to the New World
and impressed upon the landscape was their vernacular architectural
tradition. In the early years this was mainly manifest in the often ornate
and artistic log structures which housed the first Ukrainian pioneers in
the West.

In the regions of the Ukraine from which these immigrants came
-the Carpathian foothills and highlands of Galicia and Bukovyna
peasant society had developed a long tradition of building in wood .:
Over the centuries styles and techniques of construction reached a
high level of artistry and skill and became firmly entrenched in the
culture of the peasantry. According to the Ukrainian ethnologist,
Samojlovych, the choice of building material and methods of con
struction derived from conformity to folk architectural and structural
traditions and from the aesthetic tastes of the people dominant in each
district. J There can be little doubt that the folk architectural tradition
itself reflected local environmental and economic conditions, since
peasant builders operated within a restricted economy which pre
cluded-using materials from outside their immediate area.

- There were thus two fundamental influences acting upon the
building traditions of the Ukrainian peasantry: environment and cul
ture. In the homeland there was no perceptible change in the physical
environment and, until the close of the nineteenth century, peasant
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society and its culture were still relatively static. Elements of continuity
with the past remained strong, for the impact ofcheap manufactured
goods on peasant crafts and skills was not yet strongly felt.?

By emigrating to the frontier lands of Western Canada, the
Ukrainian settlers exposed themselves to a new physical environment
and an alien culture. This paper attempts to assess the effects of this
change in milieu upon the Ukrainian folk architecture that emerged on
the plains of Western Canada.

Almost all Ukrainian immigrants to Canada before 1914 came
from the Western Ukraine and chose to settle on homesteads on the
northern fringes of the Canadian parkland. They occupied an environ
ment reminiscent of their homeland.! insofar as wood was the primary
material available for construction. The timber differed, and oak,
which was widely used in the Carpathians, was replaced by tamarack
(Larix laricina), white pine (Pinus stobus), spruce (Picea spp.), trem
bling aspen (Populus tremuloides), and balsam poplar (Populus bal
samifera). Otherwise, the ancillary materials used by the peasant
builder were as readily available on the Western Canadian frontier as
they were in Ukrainian villages.

In the Western Ukraine timber prices varied according to the
supply within each locality. Methods of building in wood reflected
price and availability of good building timber and came to be seen as
integral elements of local tradition. Two methods of log building were
used there around the turn of the century: horizontal log construction
and "frame and fi11."4 The latter, which required fewer major timbers,
was used in areas where timber prices were high, or where good
building timber was difficult to .obtain.

At the end of the nineteenth century folk architecture in the
homeland displayed a wide variety of styles but all derived from the
same basic tradition. Peasant society afforded considerable licence to
builders for individualistic expression indesign, although departures
from village norms were mostly due to social and economic differ
ences. Thus, the large multi-roomed log houses of the kulaks con
trasted with the smaller more simple abodes of the landless labourers.>
while in the more remote and poorer areas the one or two roomed
chimneyless chorna khata (black house) was more common than in
more prosperous areas. In the Carpathian highlands the staya, the
primitive hut of the Hutsul shepherds, was still used on a seasonal basis
until the end of the nineteenth century.

Despite the wide variation in appearance, there was a unity in
Ukrainian folk architecture on. the eve of Ukrainian immigration to
Canada that revolved around the integration of several elements. Most
conspicuous were: a southward orientation; a single storey; a rec
tangular two or three roomed plan; a central chimney; a gable, hipped
gable, or hipped roof; and use of distinctive colours in decorative trim.s
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The move to Western Canada temporarily reduced this range in
building size and style. In the early years most immigrants were re
duced to living in the most cramped quarters, and necessity saw a
resurgence in the use of the sod-roofed dugout that was patterned on
the Hutsul staya.'

Within a few years the dugout was replaced by more permanent
buildings which followed the folk architectural tradition of the build
er's home region. Few departures from traditional practice were at
tempted unless necessitated by environmental constraints. Even then
the design remained faithful to the spirit of the folk tradition. Thus, in
the pioneer milieu of the West, all Ukrainian dwellings were essentially
similar in both concept and execution.

Almost all of these pioneer buildings were of horizontally laid
logs. Of over 100 surviving folk houses examined in Alberta only one
example of an alternative method of log building was found: a vertical
log addition to an older building of horizontal log structure.! In the
Stuartburn district of southeastern Manitoba, in contrast, twenty of
fifty surviving folk houses were of horizontal log construction. Fifteen
were of frame and fill (Red River Frame), and eight were of vertical
logs (stockade walling) (Fig. I). One house near the grassland margin
was of slender poles and mud. Mud plaster or wood siding concealed
the construction details of the remaining five houses.?

Each type of construction reflected the quality of timber available
at the time of settlement. Before building with horizontal logs could be
contemplated, the builder had to have access to straight logs with a
diameter of at least six inches throughout. Larger dimensions, of
course, were preferred. Mature tamarack, jackpine or spruce usually
met these requirements, and poplar and aspen were of sufficient size.

Horizontal log construction demands skill in axemanship to cut
tightly fitting corner joints. It also demands several people to man
handle the large logs. The size of the house is also limited by the length
of the logs available. The logs could be spliced and pinned together,
but this was seldom done as extended spliced logs lacked rigidity. A
further constraint, and one no doubt considered by farsighted pioneer
builders, was the relative difficulty of adding an extension to a hori
zontal log structure. Despite these limitations, horizontal log con
struction was preferred by all Ukrainian immigrants and was used
everywhere suitable timber was available.

Both saddle notching and dovetailing were used to join logs at the
corners: dovetailing usually on the larger hewn logs, saddle notching
on logs left in the round. Today, experienced North American log
builders maintain that the lower side of the log should always carry the
saddle notch so that moisture will drain out of the join. Ukrainian
pioneer builders seldom followed this approach. The upper side com
monly bore the notch (Fig. 2). In many instances they ignored the risk
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Figure 2. Form of saddle notch common in Ukrainian building.
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Figure 3. Corner notching on hewn logs. Bukovynian log house, Shandro, Alberta.

Figure 4. Frame and fill, or Red River Frame, as constructed by a Ukrainian settler near Stuart
burn, Manitoba.
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of structural weakness and notched alternate logs on both upper and
lower surfaces (Fig. 3).

Ukrainian immigrants who settled in the bush country of south
eastern Manitoba from 1896 onwards found good timber scarce in
many localities. Fire had destroyed much of the mature timber in the
1880s.10 Immature aspen and poplar were plentiful but of little use for
horizontal log construction. The settlers thus turned to frame and fill
(Fig. 1), a technique of log building previously widely used in Western
Canada. It was known as Hudson Bay Frame.Red River Frame or, in
French Canada, as piece sur piece. II The Ukrainian did not borrow this
technique from the Metis or French settlers in the Red River Valley.
Despite the proliferation ofEnglish and French names for this method
of log building it was a technique indigenous to the Western Ukraine
and familiar to most Ukrainian peasants.'?

The Red River style used the best timber to form the structural
frame. The short, thin, immature aspen logs were slotted into grooves
cut into the upright logs of the frame. In its simplest form this con
struction required few skills, for the grooves in the uprights could be
created by pegging or nailing parallel lathes of about one-inch diame
ter to the side of the upright (Fig. 4).

Since the uprights formed the load-bearing frame, the fill could be
of any material: wood, or even bricks of clay and straw. The Ukrain
ians plastered over this type of log construction and showed little
concern over the placing of logs for the fill (Fig. 5).

Vertical log construction, or "stockade walling," (Fig. 1) was also
used and, like the frame and fill, this type of construction was found
only in areas where good building timber was not available. All the
examples of vertical log building found in the Stuartburn area utilized
inferior logs of less than six inches diameter. It is suggested, therefore,
that this method was used only in areas where no mature timber was
available.

This method did have some advantages for the pioneer. It was not
demanding in terms of axemanship, since logs were merely scaled,
sawn to size and placed upright, either directly upon the ground or on a
wooden sill (Fig. 6). It was not necessary to curve or to fit joints and
rapid construction was facilitated. Indeed, a man could build a house
of vertical logs unaided, an important consideration on the frontier.
Nevertheless, it was an unsatisfactory method of building. It required
that walls be braced to prevent skewing and warping, and since all logs
were in contact withthe ground, rot was a problem. Furthermore, logs
tended to pull apart as they shrank, whereas with frame and fill or
horizontal log construction logs compacted down as they aged. If the
building was tv be sheathed with mud plaster, as were all but the more
massively timbered horizontal log buildings, this was not a problem,
but it did make mud plastering of the exterior virtually mandatory.
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Figure 5. Ukrainian settlers mud plastering over wall of Red River Frame. Vita, Manitoba,
1916. Courtesy of Manitoba Archives.

Figure 6. Vertical log construction, Vita, Manitoba. The plaster has largely disappeared from
the rear and sides of this house revealing construction details. The slanted wood strips
fastened to the logs were to give purchase for the mud plaster.

II I
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The differences in the methods of log construction used by
Ukrainian settlers in central Alberta and in southeastern Manitoba
illustrate the effect of timber quality upon log construction. Both areas
were settled concurrently by immigrants originating from the same
districts of the Western Ukraine. Their cultural heritage was virtually
identical and perpetuated in the similar array of regional. building
styles found in both areas. Thus, radical differences in the method of
log construction resulted only from the differences in the timber qual-'
ity of each area at the time of settlement. This is well illustrated by the
appearance of Red River 'Frame and vertical log extensions to hori
zontallog structures, When the better building timber was exhausted,
settlers showed no hesitation in turning to alternative methods more
economical in use of large logs (Fig. 7).

In the Western Ukraine most house roofs were steeply pitched and
thatched with rye straw. In some areas hand-split wooden shingles
were used. Regional differences in the predominance of each type of
covering reflected the cost and availability of timber, although by 1905
the Austrian government was attempting to discourage the use of
thatch because it was a fire hazard in clustered villages.P

In Canada, most immigrants thatched their house roofs initially.
The thatches ranged from proficient to slapdash, reflecting the degree
of familiarity with the art (Fig. 8). In the old country rye straw was the
thatching material. In Canada slough grass was used, as little rye was
grown by Ukrainian pioneers.

Considerable effort and skill was needed if a house was to be
roofed with hand-split shingles. In the early years of settlement few
could afford to make that investment. In consequence, most early
houses were built with the traditional steeply pitched thatched roof.
After some years of settlement, however, most settlers in wooded areas
replaced the thatch with hand-split or manufactured shingles, at which
time the roof was also modified. Shingled roofs do not require the steep
pitch necessary for thatched roofs to shed.water quickly, so the pitch
could be reduced and the roof line lowered. 14 It is possible that many
also perceived the steeply pitched roof to be redundant since the
precipitation received in the West was far less than that experienced in
the Carpathians. The results of the change in the roofing materials
were a radical change of house profile and the elimination of the '
bucolic spirit and picturesque flavour of the vernacular style.

Thus the environmental shifts experienced in themoveto Western
Canada had an immediate impact upon the Ukrainian folk building
tradition. Peasant builders adapted quickly and easily to changes in the
type and quality of building timber available to them, yet their prag
matic accommodation to new conditions had only a minor impact
upon the basic form of the folk house; the fundamental objectives of
the builder remained unchanged, 15 and the Canadian frontier imposed
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Figure 7. Red River Frame addition to original house of horizontal"log construction. Vita,
Manitoba.

Figure 8. Thatched Ukrainian house, St. Julien, Saskatchewan, ca. 1910. Courtesy of Sas
katchewan Archives.
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few real constraints upon either the configuration or size of the
house.te

The effects of cultural change upon the folk house, in contrast to
that of the environment, were not apparent until after settlement was
well established, as the inroads. of Canadian culture were delayed by
the nature of Ukrainian settlement in Western Canada. Ukrainian
immigrants were known for their determination to settle together in
closely knit blocks. Between 1891 and 1914 they created a series of
massive blocks of solidly Ukrainian settlement in an arc from Winni
peg in the east to Edmonton in the west. Within these areas the social
milieu for many years remained exclusively Ukrainian.!?

For many ofthese pioneers, exposure to Anglo-Canadian culture
was limited to occasional forays into local market centres. Even in
some of the smaller block settlements, which encompassed only one or
two townships, a fairly high level of cultural separation was achieved.
In the larger, the more remote and inaccessible, and poorer areas,
acculturation was not manifest in house design for decades, although
the fringes of the more prosperous areas saw alien traits incorporated
into houses within twenty years of settlement.

By 19I9 in the Star district of Alberta, most of the recently built
houses were described as " ... entirely Anglo-Saxon in design, well
built and with sufficient windows."18 Nevertheless, many traditional
elements survived in these "entirely Anglo-Saxon" houses, most of
which were, in fact, architectural hybrids. There was often a conscious
effort to embrace Canadian styles, and an attempt to eliminate some of
the more flamboyant aspects of the traditional style, so that houses
became more austere and simplistic in appearance than their tradi
tional counterparts. Thus superficial stylistic elements were first to be
discarded. The house profile may have been altered by the addition of
an extra half, or even a full storey, and something of an Anglo
Canadian appearance imparted thereby, but the basic folk forms did
not change. Floor plans, wall ratios, door and window placement, and
colour preferences usually remained unchanged. Nor did construction
techniques or selection of the basic building materials change. The new
houses, like the old, were of log construction.

There are some grounds for believing that deeply ingrained values
were highly resistant to acculturative influences. The basic building
plan and side-to-facadewall ratios persisted as expressions of aesthetic
taste.

In the forest and forest steppe regions of the Ukraine the ratio of
the building sides was generally between 1:1.4 and 1:2.25. The width
of buildings was from 4.5 to 6.0 metres (15 to 20 feet) while length
ranged from 6.3 to 13.5 metres (20 to 45 feet). 19 In Canada these ratios
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ranged from 1:1.4 to 1:2.5 butwere usually in the order of I:1.8. House
size also varied considerably, with the houses built by settlers from
Bukovyna being generally larger than those built by the Galicians.
Typically, the length of the front wall was between 26 and 30 feet and
the side wall between 12 and 17 feet. Evidently, size and form were
transplanted to Canada without significant change.

The internal arrangement of room space within the house also
remained stable during the first few decades in Canada. Ingrained
patterns of social behaviour within the house largely determined the
arrangement of space within the building.

The western half of the house was usually subdivided into an
entrance hall (siny) and a living-kitchen area (Fig. 9). The latter, the
smaller of the two major rooms in the house, was called the mala khata,
the larger eastern room the velyka khata, literally the "little house" and
the "big house" respectively. This terminology reflects the growth of
the folk house from primitive one-room antecedents.

The mala khata was a place for living, cooking, washing, eating,
and sleeping. In the early pioneer houses a large part of this room was
taken up by the clay stove (peetch) used both for heating and cooking.
Built of clay plastered over a willow framework, its great size made it
excellent for both purposes; it stored heat well and continued to slowly
radiate heat long after the fire had died. Unfortunately its size also
reduced living space, and the clay stoves were soon replaced by manu
factured iron stoves within the first decade of settlement.

The velyka khata was less used. With larger families it was per
haps used for sleeping, but it was usually reserved as guest accom
modation or for use on formal occasions. On the eastern wall of this
room would be hung icons, religious calendars, and family photo
graphs. This trait survives among many Ukrainians who still occupy
folk houses.

Many third and fourth generation Canadian-Ukrainians who
reside in houses of the traditional pattern maintain the traditional
organization of space even though they are not conscious of doing so.
This can be partially explained by the chimney and stove location.
Nevertheless, even in houses which have been extensively modernized
and extended and where the kitchen has been moved to a recent
addition, the old mala khata remains as the room for everyday use. The
velyka khata is still regarded as the "best room" used only on special
occasions. Alternately it is used as the main bedroom for the heads of
the family. .

Maintenance of traditional patterns of social space within the
house militated against rapid change in patterns of room arrangement.
Thus, although a variety of room configurations may be found in
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Figure 9.. Ukrainian settlers seldom departed from the traditional floor plan when building their
log houses. Four variants of the basic arrangement are shown above.

surviving Ukrainian folk houses in Canada, they all adhere to the basic
division of house space into two major areas: mala khata and velyka
khata (Fig. 9).

Only after Ukrainian settlers had begun to make significant eco
nomic progress did they begin to accept Canadian tastes. With the
adoption> of Anglo-Saxon pattern-book designs the link with their
traditional architectural forms was severed. The cutting of this link
came at different times in the different areas of Ukrainian settlement,
and saw the frame house replace log construction. In the more pros
perous parts of the Alberta block settlements it came in the mid 1920s;
in parts of the depressed' Stuartburn area of Manitoba it did not arrive
until the late 1950s. In some areas the link with the architectural past.
still survives, but it is a tenuous link, destined soon to be broken with
the passing of the older generation and the inevitable decay of their
pioneer homes.
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ABSTRACT. Log buildings in a sample area of rural Alberta some 100 krn (60 mi.) west of
Edmonton are described and their form features analyzed along with the associated settlement
background and ethnic characteristics of the homesteaders. Spatial elements of these buildings,
such as layout, orientation and site density, are also presented. The three largest ethnic groups
involved in original local settlement were Ukrainian, Scandinavian, and German, with single
representatives of four other groups. Poor foundations, squared beams, and dovetailed corner
notching were widespread characteristics of the log buildings, regardless of ethnicity. Deviation
from these features largely helps differentiate the groups and these are presented in their ethnic
associations.

RESUM~

On decrit ici les constructions en rondins d'une region rurale temoin de rAlberta situee a
environ 100 km (60 miles) a l'ouest d'Edmonton. On analyse les particularites du style archi
tectural, ainsi que l'historique du peuplement qui y est assode et les caracteristiquesethniques
des "homesteaders." Les elements spatiaux de ces batiments, tels que Ie trace, l'orientation et la

- densite du site, sont egalement etudies. Les Ukrainiens, les Scandinaves et les Allemands consti
tuaient les trois groupes ethniques les plus irnportants ayant participe au peuplement original de
la region, tandis que quatre autres groupes n'avaient qu'un representant chacun. Parmi les
caracteristiques les plus communes de ces constructions en rondins, quel que soit Ie contexte
ethnique, on retrouve des fondations de mauvaise qualite, des poutres equarries et des as
semblages de coin en queue d'aronde. Des variations de ces caracteristiques aidentbeaucoup a
differencier les groupes, et ces differences sont presentees dans leurs associations ethniques.

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the primary tasks of the settlement geographer is to seek
relationships between man and the land through studies of the form of
the cultural landscape. Traditional rural architecture is one of the most
significant and interesting of these form elements because it tends to be
so purely functional and bears such strong harmony with its natural
surroundings. I Structures made by the pioneers give particularly inter
esting insights, in that they were initial responses to an unsettled en
vironment. The pioneers were concerned above all else with providing
the most practical shelter within constraints of their own "expertise"
(or that immediately available to them), time, and usually a very
limited amount of money. For the western settler in the nineteenthand
early twentieth centuries, this often meant the log structure. Such
structures have long been associated with pioneer settlement in North
America.! and have been examined recently from the perspective of the
settlement geographer in the United States by Jordan! and in Canada
by Wonders."

The purpose of this paper is to describe and analyze the styles and
features of log buildings found in an .area of west-central Alberta,
along with the associated settlement background and ethnic charac
teristics of the homesteaders and the spatial elements of these buildings

*Presently Historic Sites Service, Alberta Culture, Edmonton.
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such as layout, orientation and site density. With their functional, if
not formal aesthetic beauty, these buildings stand as fading physical
records of the ingenuity and individuality of the people who opened up
the land to permanent settlement.

2. THE STUDY AREA

Although much of central Alberta was, at one time, dotted with
log structures.> the west-central area provides thelargest visible con
centration today. The chief reasons for this concentration are the
marginal agricultural quality of the area, its relatively late settlement,
and the fact that in general it has not been profitable enough to readily
permit the replacement or even refurbishing of its old buildings.

The research area (Fig. I) lies between 53° and 54° North latitude
and 114° and 116° West longitude. Its centre lies approximately 100
km (60 mi.) due west of Edmonton. This is very much a physiographic
transition zone with the Swan Hills to the north, the main foothills to
the west.and southwest, and the prairie parkland to the east. Topog
raphy and drainage vary greatly within the area which in the main is
undulating to hilly. Soil parent materials vary in the area from lacus
trine to morainic tills. For the most part, however, soils range from
Grey Wooded to Dark Grey Wooded with some pockets of both Dark
Brown and organic compositions.s The region has a continental cli
mate, with a mean annual temperature of 3°e (37° F) and summer and
winter means of 12°e and -9°e (54°F and 16°P) respectively. Annual
precipitation is 432-508 mm (17-20 in.) with about 70 per cent falling
during the growing season from May to September. The frost-free
period, however, ranges from only about 60 days in the high southwest
to 90 days in the lower and flatter east. In agricultural terms, then, the
region is clearly marginal compared with Alberta's main farm belt to
the east and south.

Originally the area was mainly forested, providing homesteaders
with raw material for buildings, even if it required more labour to bring
their land into production as compared with the parkland and plains to
the southeast. The forest type is transitional, from mixed wood to an
aspen domination. Coniferous species increase in number to the west,
but pockets of spruce with some larch are found throughout the area in
wet patches. Basically, there is a transition from boreal and sub-alpine
conditions on the west through to the aspen parkland on the east.

In terms of relevant human geography; detailed settlement sur
veys were conducted from 1901 to 19'0, followed soon after by the sale
of homestead land by the government and railroads. Although the first
settlers arrived as earlyas 1898around Lac Ste. Anne, the large bulk of
settlement came in during the late 1920s and early 1930s. Agriculture
originally was the main economic activity, but more recently oil, gas,
coal, and lumbering have begun to provide the chief sources of income.
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lOG BUILDINGS
A sample traverse of West-central Alberta
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Figure I. The study area in west-central Alberta.

Farms throughout the area generally have a mixed production, but
strong emphasis is .afforded grains (first oats, later wheat, now barley).
About 28 per cent of the area has been improved for agriculture. The
average farm size is 154 ha (380 acres).
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3. SURVEY METHODOLOGY

Through a series of reconnaissance surveys in the area, a method
ology was developed and a specific sector was selected for study. The
method was basically an "on-site" inventory which included the fol-
lowing steps: .

I. notation on a structural and locational checklist
2. photographic recording
3. field sketches of relevant architectural features
4. site plotting on topographic maps at a scale of 1:50,000
5. sketch mapping of the farmstead layout
6. interviews with local residents concerning the structures and

ethnic origins and backgrounds of original homesteaders.

A traverse was desired which would fairly represent west-central
Alberta with regard to both its physical and its agricultural nature, and
would also incorporate a representative ethnic mixture of settlers. 7

Eventually a 92 km (57 mi.) strip was selected roughly corresponding
to the 115°W meridian, from Rochfort Bridge off the Whitecourt
Highway #43 directly south to Evansburg on the Yellowhead Highway
#16, across the Pembina River to Entwistle, then south on Highway
#57 to Drayton Valley. Along this traverse, 62 log buildings on 33 sites
were analyzed, and 17 interviews were conducted with residents of the
site or neighbours.

4. CONSTRUCTION BACKGROUND

A. Time and Manpower

One of the more interesting findings of the survey was the great
amount of individualism shown in construction. Large log barns,
which appeared likely to have been the result of a community barn
raising, were in reality constructed by the farm family itself with the
possible help of an immediate neighbour. One large, extremely well
built Ukrainian barn, for example, was erected by one man with an
occasional lift from his neighbour or his wife. The barn took him
slightly over a year to complete. The house, which he and his wife had
built earlier, took one season. More frequently about three men were
involved in the building process. Trees were cut and squared in the
bush, then skidded out by horses or oxen. Most buildings were made
of green logs which offered the advantages of expediency and the
fact that the logs could dry and settle together to form a more perma
nent "set." In erecting these first buildings, no particular season seems
to have been favoured for the various operations. It was more a matter
of when the family arrived on the land and had the time to carry them
out.

For later supplemental buildings, logs were usually cut in the
winter· or early spring which allowed for easy peeling and for full
advantage to be taken of good weather for construction. About ten
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logs a day per man could be cut and squared. With three men working,
the rough four-walled frame for a small building was usually up within
about three days. After this heavy task, the work force was often
decreased to release labour for other projects. Completion time usually
ran from a month to a season for a small building, and a season to a
year for larger or more intricate buildings. Naturally, outbuildings and
often temporary houses were built quickly with little concern for detail.
Some of the larger permanent houses, however, were actually im
proved periodically over the years, so that they never really had a final
completion date.

B. Tools

Tools in this area were usually quite limited. Generally the builder
possessed or had access to one broad axe, one standard-style axe, a
cross-cut saw, a blacksmith's hammer, an auger (around 5 cm/2 in.), a
chisel, a good length of rope, and perhaps a drawknife. Most of the
settlers were too poor to own more elaborate tools at first. Later, a
much greater variety of tools was used, often including a farm buzz
saw. With this tractor-driven implement, boards could be ripped off
and even beams squared, as seen on two of the surveyed sites.

5. STRUCTURAL AND LOCATIONAL ELEMENTS

Before proceeding with individual log building elements, two
points must be made. First, in "folk architectural" circles, particularly
in North America, there exists little in the way of common terminol
ogy. Up to four names may be encountered for the same type ofcorner
joint. To deal with this problem, the name which is most commonly
used in the literature or which seems the most descriptive will be
applied. To eliminate confusion, however, illustrations of most fea
tures have been included, and alternative terms listed when possible.!
Second, these elements describe only what was found in the sample
traverse and are not meant to be generalized to the provincial or even
regional scale. One of the purposes of this survey, however, was to
develop a technique which could be standardized and applied to other
areas to eventually produce larger patterns.

A. Wall Beams

Figure 2 shows wall and beam cross-sections. The main material
used in log construction in this area was poplar, followed closely by
spruce; but one barn built ofjackpine logs was found. In all but one of
the buildings sampled, the sidewall construction method consisted of
the conventional horizontally stacked logs notched at the ends for
interlocking cornering. Even the single exception had the dovetail
cornering, but the long walls were made in sectional units using the
"piece sur piece" style (also called the "poteaux et piece coulissante") in
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Figure 2. Some representative beam and wall cross-sections.

which logs of standard length are tenoned to fit into slotted or mortised
vertical posts.

The squaring of beams, either partially or fully, was of slightly
more frequent occurrence than the use of naturally rounded beams.
The "squaring" was really only relative, as beams were oftenhewn only
on the two sides comprising the visible surfaces. The reason for leaving
these faces vertical, rather than using them as horizontal stacking
surfaces, is obscure, but probably had more to do with visual appear
ance than anything else. In all but two of the sixty-two buildings,
beams were barked before construction, although bark traces could
usually be found to help identify tree species. Beam sizevaried from 10
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em (4 in.) round spruce to 36 cm (14 in.) squared poplar, and the
average log diameter was about 18-20 em (7-8 in.).

In most buildings, sidewalls were reinforced by wooden pegs (or
pins), usually of dry spruce or larch, typically 4-6 cm (1Y2-2Y2 in.) in
diameter and in lengths sufficient to connect two or three logs. During
construction, beams were vertically drilled to accept the pins to help
stabilize the wall and prevent shifting. Peg intervals varied, but they
were usually about 2 m (6 ft.) apart, as well as surrounding most
window and door openings. With this alternating peg system, the logs
were connected to form one wall unit. In badly deteriorating pegged
buildings, these wall logs generally cave in as a unit.

Perhaps the most interesting of all the beam styles found in the
survey was the flat-hewn, saddle-grooved beams produced by a family
of Russian carpenters. These beams were smooth and uniform and
rested upon each other so well that no nails or pins were used and very
little chinking was required.

Corner [oints

Full dovetail Lock
with flat hewn beams

V-notch Square notch

Double saddle notch
ends trimmed with round beorns

Lap

Figure 3. Common types of corner joints used in log construction.

I .11
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B. Corner Joints

Although a variety of cornering techniques (Fig. 3) was found in
the area, the most common, on both round and square beams, was the
"full-dovetail notch." With round logs this involved chiselling back
and squaring the ends, usually some 15 em to 60 cm (6 in. to 24 in.)
inwards, in order to simplify the angular construction of the notch.
This dovetail method, although more involved than most other tech
niques, offered the advantages of being self-locking and of producing a
flush corner which gave both protection against exposure to water and
an attractive visual appearance.

There were a few good examples of "V-notching" with rounded
beams. This method was fast and easy, required only a hand-axe for
construction, and took a minimal amount of wood off the beam. The
"double saddle notch" was also found in a few cases. While a useful
technique, it often opened up the log to water buildup and rot. Heavy
chinking was usually required. The "lock joint" or "double notch" was
also common, and differed from the double saddle in that it was a
symmetrical U-shape which produced tight interlocks as opposed to
rough interconnecting saddles (U-shaped). The "square notch" and
"lap joint" were common in one part of the traverse. With the square
notch, interlocking square tenons were formed, whereas with the lap
joint, the tenons were flattened on only two sides. These corners were
usually spiked from the top progressively, to prevent slippage.

Certain combinations of joint styles also occurred, for example,
mixing the lap with the dovetail. One must remember that there were
no formal rules. Two types of sidewall joints (Fig. 4) also occurred.
One was the "piece sur piece" method previously described on a long
barn, and the other was the "lapped joint" or "half notch" splicing
method. This lapped joint had to be saw-cut and heavily spiked after
ward, but was usually fairly effective on long walls if staggered cor
rectly. Nailing of corner joints for extra reinforcement was fairly com
mon, and in one case a "lazy-man-joint" was used. This consisted of a
board laid vertically against the flush end joints, a lap joint in this
instance, and spikes driven through into the end of each tier of logs. In
this' case, it was a double reinforcement.

In most of the buildings sampled, the ends of the logs were cut
flush to the building if the corner style permitted. If not, the logs were
generally neatly saw-trimmed to produce an even overlap, usually of
10-13 em (4-5 in.), In a few instances, however, log ends were left
untrimmed to project at varying lengths.

C. Chinking and Wall Cover

A great variety of chinking styles was found. The most common
involved the use of green sphagnum moss (Fig. 2) that was placed
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Sidewall [oints

Lapped

Top view

Mortise
and tenon

Figure 4. Types of sidewall joints.

between logs as they were being laid, or driven in later with a wedge and
maul. Later,.a plaster consisting of clay, ground straw and often horse
or cow manure, was mixed together into a paste and applied over the
cracks. Variations included no chinking at all, moss only, plaster only,
rags or burlap, and the application of sticks or laths either wedged or
nailed in horizontally over the cracks.

While Lehr? reported that the walls of Ukrainian log buildings
were covered both internally and externally with lathing and plaster,
we found in the study area, and at this later date, that only occasional
buildings were plastered inside in this manner and only one external
wall (west side) of one building was so finished. Either the Ukrainians
in the sample all came from that part of the Ukraine where this style
was not used (the Hutzul region of Bukowina), or this was a temporary
feature. In any event, in cases where it was used, lathing was nailed at
about 45° angles at 15em (6 in.) intervals and the plaster heavily pasted
over it. On inside walls, a finer-finish plaster, with a higher clay
content, was applied over this and painted, usually white.

Other external wall covers included paint, oil stain, thin plaster,
rockface and siding. The two large Scandinavian houses were perhaps
the most interesting in terms of wall cross-sections (Fig. 2). Both had
large, well constructed squared beams. One had clapboard siding
applied externally only on the front, west-facing wall. Internally there
were 10 em x 10 em (4 in. x 4 in.) vertical beams at 120 cm (4 ft.)
spacings with wood chips in between. Over this were 2.5 em (1 in.)
boards covered with a thick plasterboard and wallpaper. The other
house had 10 em x 10 em (4 in. x 4 in.) beams on both sides on the log
wall. Externally, clapboard covered everything. Internally, 10 em x 10
em (4 in. x 4 in.) beams were covered again with one rough-sided board
and a heavy matt wallpaper.
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It is interesting to note here that only one wall, the west wall, was
plastered externally on the one house and boarded on the other. For
the plastered house, the purpose must have been protection against the
cold west wind, for this wall was hidden from a roadside view. On the
Scandinavian house with the boarded west wall, aesthetic reasons
probably also played a part because it was the front 'of the building.

It should be noted that most external covering of buildings in this
area was applied well after the initial construction, as a renovation
feature. This was confirmed both by the weathering of beams under the
siding and through interviews. Most buildings in the sample, however,
had and still have bare logs for their external walls.

D. Roofs
The majority of roofs (Fig. 5) for all buildings were of the gable

style. Most of the larger barns, though, were gambrel-roofed, and one.
house had a hipped roof, another a gambrel-hipped roof and a third a
saltbox roof. The most common roofing material was cedar shakes,
which had to be purchased as none wereavailable locally, but in many
cases these were added later, mainly in the late 1930s and early 1940s.
Boards were often the first covering. Initially these were slabs cut by
hand, but later milled lumber became more common. Boards were
laid at right angles to the roof ridge and were staggered in a two-tiered
fashion. On a couple of buildings the boards on the north face of the
roof extended 15 cm (6 in.) over the roof peak so as to cover the peak
joint. Rockface (sheet asphalt with impregnated coloured rock) and
asphalt shingle occurred on several buildings which are still in use,
but this feature was clearly a much later addition.

Roof framework also varied greatly, with sawn lumber and rough
and hewn beams all being used. Gable roofs usually lacked purlins and
were composed solely of rafters and perhaps a ridge pole. Some of the

. rafter connections employed the use ofa "halflap," mortise and tenon,
which was pinned. Ceiling beams were frequent and were usually
incorporated into two opposing walls in order to strengthen the build
ing unit and to provide joists for a loft floor. About one-third of the
houses were 1Y2-storey and all the rest were one-storey. Barns were
often tall, but some contained no loft.

One variation on one of the board roofs was the use of birchbark
patched together between the two board tiers to serve as a water
proofing membrane. Another unusual feature was the presence of two
cupolas (wood-framed venting structures) on one of the gambrel
roofed barns.

E. Foundations

The overriding feature of nearly all buildings sampled was in-
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Goble

Roof types

Saltbox

Hip gable

Hipped gambrel or mansard

Gable with overlapping peak

Gambrel

After Eric Sloane: American barns and covered bridges

Figure 5. Some representative roof types.

adequacy of foundation. Most buildings had sunk badly into the clay
"gumbo,"!" some as much as 30 cm (a foot) beyond joist level. In
some cases, foundations were not even used, and buildings were set
directly on the ground. In these cases, sill logs were usually of spruce,
although larch, when available, would have been a better choice be
cause of its added rot-resistance. Aside from this, two basic foundation
methods were used: loose stone or posts. Stones ranged in size from
15-46 em (6 in. to 18 in.) in diameter and were invariably glacially
rounded. N0 mortar, other than dirt, was used. The posts were usually
of larch or spruce and were driven less than a metre into the ground.
Through the tremendous weight of the logs, the shallowness of the
foundation (if present), and the slumping nature of the clay soils, most
of the log buildings are facing sill rot, a very serious threat. Once the
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sills are gone, they are virtually impossible to replace, and the building
rapidly begins to deteriorate.

It is difficult to determine whether the builder originally did not
care about the problem oflong-term foundation inadequacy, or simply
was not aware of it. He was likely more concerned with providing
quick shelter which would last a decade or two than with trying to
construct a permanent monument. The lack of foundation revision in
the later structures would support this view.

F. Building Sizes, Layouts and Uses

Buildings ranged in size from a 2.5 m x 3 m (8 ft. x 10 ft.)
outbuilding!' used for storage of tools to a 9 m x 1I m (30 ft. x 35 ft.) log
barn. All types of log buildings varied greatly in size. Houses ranged
from 4m x 4m (12 ft. x 12ft.) to 6 m x 11 m (20 ft. x 35 ft.). No buildings
exceeded the 11 m (35 ft.) dimension due to the restriction ofworkable
log lengths available; in some cases, as previously mentioned, splices
were required.

Layouts of houses ranged from one room and one storey, to six
rooms and a storey and a half. Most ·common, however, was a two
room main floor, perhaps with a loft bedroom. Barn layouts varied to
the point where there was no common form, and in many instances had
beenchanged, Often there was simply one large room, now used for
equipment storage, and a loft above. Where internal divisions oc
curred, these were usually simple board stalls along the walls with no
major room dividers. The outbuildings were almost always of one
room type.

Two-thirds of the buildings sampled are currently being used, but
often not for the purpose originally intended. Houses have been turned
into chicken coops and old barns into equipment sheds. Some seem to
be in a state of transition, either having recently been given up or being
used for only part of the year. The other third of the buildings are
abandoned, even though ·in some cases the buildings are still in good
shape.

G. Spatial Relationships and Site Types

Nearly all of the farmsteads sampled were located in close prox
imity (generally 60-90 m/200-300 ft.) to the main road. The buildings
were nearly always clustered (Plate I), with the house closest to the
road, a few outbuildings and then the barn farthest back. Most build
ings faced south, although a great many faced east and some north or
west. No single type of building, even the house, was preferentially
oriented more than another. The southern exposure offers the ad
vantage of the sun, and the eastern exposure shields from the west
wind. It is interesting to note that nearly all buildings were oriented
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Plate I. A representative grouping of log buildings on an early Ukrainian farmstead showing
the common barn style and two outbuildings.

precisely to a primary direction (north, east, south or west) rather than
haphazardly or to a secondary direction such as southeast. This ori
entation could also respond to the main road, which did run straight
north-south, or with side roads running directly east-west, as in most
areas of township-and-range survey. Farm boundaries were likewise
symmetrical, which also might have influenced building orientation.

With regard to density, about one-third of all farm sites along the
sample strip possessed at least one log building. Two "clusters" oc
curred. One was a 16 km (10 mi.) section around and south of Range
ton, near the north end of the traverse; the second was a 16 km (10 mi.)
section around Moon Lake, about 14km(9 mi.) south of Highway #16.
The more northerly section was heavily Ukrainian while the more
southerly sample was of more niixed ethnic origins. In the former, the
frequency of farmsteads with one or more log buildings was nearly 70
per cent, while it was nearly 60 per cent in the latter. In the best farming

.areas, at the northern and southern extremes of the traverse, the
frequency of log buildings was negligible; most of the log buildings
were found on marginal farmland, of Class 3 or 4 according to the
Canada Land Inventory, and on which the remaining active farm
operations were of the mixed variety. .

6. ETHNIC ASSOCIATIONS

Before we enter into the complex subject of the relationships of
local log structures to the ethnic origins of the settlers, a few pre
liminary statements must be made. First, in anyone group there are
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exceptions to the rule; building for one's farm was very much an
individualistic activity in this area; there were no "building bees" here
as occurred elsewhere. Second, some of the settlers had no previous
log-building experience. An example was a man from Poland, whose
former house was in the open plains area of the old country and was
made of mud since trees were unavailable. Building his house with his
brother and father was his initial exposure to a new construction
medium. He merely copied from his neighbours and used his common
sense. Third, findings of this particular survey cannot be widely ap
plied. It must also be kept in mind that some cultural groups were
represented on only one .or two farmsites.

Three significant ethnic groups were identified. Approximately
one-third of the original homesteaders along the traverse were of
Ukrainian background,approximatelyone-quarter were Scandinavi
an, and approximately one-eighth German. In addition there were
single representatives of Russian, Polish, French-Canadian and native
Indian ethnicity. Some basic features common to all the ethnic groups
were observed. Poor foundations, squared beams, and dovetailed
corner notching were widespread, regardless of ethnicity. It is the
deviation from these features which largely helps to differentiate the
groups.

A. The Ukrainian Style

Three main features tend to distinguish the Ukrainian building
style from those of other ethnic origins. The first was their frequent use
of poplar as a beam material. While this was and is the most common
species of tree in the area, its wood tends to rot much faster than that
of other species. Though pine was scarce, spruce was available locally
in low-lying areas; and yet poplar was utilized. There may have been
several reasons. Perhaps first and foremost was its abundance and
availability. Often the same trees cleared out of the homesite and
nearby fields were the logs used for the structures. Secondly, and
perhaps the most controversial, there is the hypothesis that the settlers
simply were not aware of the comparable properties of the woods in
this area. One person interviewed stated that the section of the Ukraine
which is forested, around the Carpathians, is an area of hardwoods,
and traditionally its inhabitants built with hardwoods, if in fact they
used log construction at all. In west-central Alberta, poplar would!
have presented the appearance most similar to their former familiar
materials. This is in contrast to the Scandinavians, who were familiar
with a similar type of forest, and who built with softwood in the old
country and continued the tradition in Alberta. Finally, the properties
of poplar include its light weight, lack of heavy gums and easy work
ability. It is interesting to note that many of the later Ukrainian
buildings, particularly the houses, .were built of spruce.
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Plate 2. A typical Ukrainian barn. Note the high quality of craftsmanship and the distinctive
gambreI roof.

Plate 3. Full-dovetailed corner
ing and hand-hewn
poplar logs were char
acteristic of Ukrainian
barns in the area. (De
tail of barn shown in
Plate 2.)
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A second basic feature, previously noted by Lehr.P-was the fre
quent occurrence of a particular plastering technique on the interior if
not on the exterior. Again, the lathing, the two types of plaster and the
white paint tended to be a cultural indicator. .

The third feature was the common occurrence of the Ukrainian
style" barn (Plate 2). This was a large (approximately 6 m x 9 m/20 ft. x
30 ft.), squared-beam, dovetail-cornered building (Plate 3) with a
gambrel roof, covered in shakes. The extensive upper portion of the
building was a one-room loft with small doors at each end, The ground
floor also had two large doors opposing each other, usually orr the
narrow ends of the building, and centred. Sidewalls often had three
small windows (30 em x 60 emil ft. x 2 ft.), evenly distributed on the
wall.

On the Ukrainian homestead, strong emphasis was given to the
barn. Houses, although built first, were often given lesser priority in
terms of the time spent in thought and construction. One old Ukrain
ian man interviewed stated that the difference between a Ukrainian
and a German when they settled on land was that the Ukrainian bought
a cow and the German bought a light horse. The implication was that
the German was less practical and more concerned with socializing; the
Ukrainian pioneer was very practical and more concerned with the
betterment of the farm unit. The time allotted to barn construction
confirms this greater concern for the farm unit rather than for personal
comfort. The Ukrainians, then, put a greater emphasis on the barn
than did any other cultural group sampled.

B. The Scandinavian Style
The Scandinavians are an interesting group to compare with the

Ukrainians, in that the majority of them seem to have expended most
energy in construction of their houses. The Scandinavian barns in the
sample were relatively small and had been made quickly out of lumber

° or round beam, V- or saddle-notched (Plate 4) logs. Houses on the
other hand were large, one and one-half storey, multi-roomed build
ings with well-squared beams, neat dovetailing and several layers of
wall material (Plate 5). Considerable time, trouble and expense had
been" involved in building them. Spruce was used in three out of the
four Scandinavian houses sampled, suggesting greater concern for the
quality of shelter as well as familiarity with the usefulness of this
species.

C. The French-Canadian Example

While only one farmstead was confirmed to have been French
Canadian, it possessed some unique features which deserve mention.
In 1910, before any road existed, the family camein with two oxen, to
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Plate 4. An example of saddle
notching, common on
many of the more hast
ily constructed build
ings.
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Plate S. This early Scandinavian settler's house demonstrates greater sophistication in con
struction techniques than was common for the time in any region. Later shiplap siding
masks the true log nature of the building.
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settle in the valley of the Pembina River. Their first shelter was a tent,
but later the three men of the family built a cabin and a barn out of
green poplar, which they .left rounded and V- and saddle-notched,
respectively. Eventually they cleared their valley land and built a better
barn. This time, jackpine was used, with neat square notching, high
sidewalls and a gable roof. This barn was built in line with the old one,
with a distance of about 8 m (25 ft.) between. Later a board addition
was built to connect the two in the style of the "Quebec Connected
Barn" described by Arthur and Witney. 13The building was now a long,
linear barn, with a number of compartments and with all doors 01£ one
of the long sides. Eventually another house and barn were also built.
This time, they were of a more conventional lumber material and style.

D. Other Groups

Of the four other ethnic groups (German, Polish, Russian and
native Indian) represented, the Germans had the least distinctive log
construction. The two buildings sampled were basically of squared
beam, dovetailed poplar; one was covered with rockface, and the
other, a long low barn, was badly caving in. The Indian barn was
interesting in that it had very large rounded poplar beams which had
not been peeled. Joints, however, were dovetailed, and new shingles
had been put on, as the barn is still in intensive use. The Polish settler,
who has already been briefly mentioned, essentially copied the Ukrain
ian style, and picked up their building technique remarkably quickly.
His first effort, the house, had the frame of square poplar constructed
in three days with good dovetails and heavy pinning. Finally, the
family of Russian carpenters with their saddle-grooved, flat-hewn,
lock-jointed (Plate 6) buildings were responsible for the most distinc
tive and perhaps best constructed of all the buildings sampled.

7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The west-central area of Alberta has a .relatively high density of
log structures still visible. Most log buildings were built during the
1930s, but some were constructed as early as 1910. The settlers of this
area were mainly Ukrainian, but other ethnic representatives included
Scandinavian, German, Russian, Polish, French-Canadian and native
Indian. The settlers generally came with little money, few tools, and
sometimes limited "expertise" in log construction. Most structures
were built of poplar or spruce, with little in the way of a foundation,
and a high frequency of squared beams with dovetail-notch cornering
(which occurred among all ethnic groups) was found. Beams were
usually pinned and often nailed for reinforcement. Chinking generally
consisted of moss, covered with plaster and/ or wood strips. Most
buildings had no external covering over the log, but boards, rockface,
paint, oil or plaster did occur on some buildings. Roofs were usually of
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Plate 6. This distinctive example of tight-fitting lock-joint cornering was employed by a family
of Russian settlers.

the gable type, but larger barns were mainly gambrel-roofed. Shakes
were the predominant roofing material, but boards, rockface and
shingles occurred as well.

Most buildings had walls with dimensions over 3 m (10 ft.) but
under 9 m (30 ft.), and were either one or one and one-half storeys/high.
Two-thirds of the buildings were still in use, but often not for the
functions originally intended. Most buildings were in a clustered farm
pattern, close to the main road, and usually faced south or east. The
land on which log buildings still existed was generally marginal farm
land of Class 3 or 4 according to the Canada Land Inventory survey
of agricultural capability, with mixed farming being carried on if
indeed the farm was still operating. Normally, about three men were
involved in the initial building process, and completion took from a
month to a year, depending on the size and intricacy of the building.
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Although ethnic associations were often hard to detect, certain
generalizations could be made. The Ukrainians used mainly poplar,
had an interesting lath and plastering style, and often produced an
impressive barn with a distinctive style. Scandinavians put much of
their building efforts into their houses, which were generally squared
beam spruce with multi-layered' walls and a large, multi-roomed lay
out. Other groups had some distinctive features as well, but general
ization in view of the sample size is questionable.

The sampling technique proved to be adequate, but only after it
had been modified following preliminary surveys. The approach of a
standardized checklist, photographic and graphic recording, inter
views and regular site plotting is a logical one for both building in
ventories and analytical research on a variety of scales.

Finally, it is hoped that the usefulness and urgency of this kind of
work have become apparent. Log buildings and their builders are
rapidly disappearing, and with them die much of their history and
tradition. These buildings clearly show the interplay between the pio
neers and their environment. They clearly connected man and the land,
a connection which seems to be becoming less apparent and more
distant as the twentieth century wears on. For future generations, this
sort of survey can help to portray the original conditions experienced
by the early settlers, and their response to a pioneer environment, in a
realistic way.

NOTES
) While long a traditional interest of European geographers, the study of folk architecture

amongst their North American counterparts developed relatively recently, under the leader
ship of F. B. Kniffen (e.g. "Folk Housing: Key to Diffusion," Annals Assoc. of Amer.
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1(1), April 1976, pp. 69-75.
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1978.
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"Building in Wood in the Eastern United States," Geographical Review, LVI(I), Jan. 1966,
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9 J. C. Lehr, "Ukrainian Houses in Alberta," Alberta Historical Review, 21(4), Autumn 1973,
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ABSTRACT. As the first city in the prairie region, Winnipeg has a unique architectural heri
tage. Over the years many notable buildings have been torn down and others fallen in to a state
of neglect. Since 1974 a vigorous effort on the part of many groups, backed by appropriate
legislation, has resulted in the redevelopment of one area of central Winnipeg and has ensured
conservation in the future.

RESUM~

En tant que premiere ville etablie dans la region des Prairies, Winnipeg possede un heritage
architectural unique. Au cours des annees, bien des edifices remarquables ont ete demolis, et
d'autres sont tombes a l'abandon. Depuis 1974, un effort energique de la part de nombreux
groupes, soutenus par une legislation appropriee, a abouti a la remise en valeur d'un quartier
du centre de Winnipeg et en a assure, a l'avenir, la protection.

The focus of business and commercial activity in the Winnipeg
area has shifted several times in the past two centuries, but the junction
of the Red and Assiniboine Rivers has always been near the centre of
these operations. The road which travels north from the forks to Lower
Fort Garry and Lake Winnipeg, now known as Main Street, and the
two roads that travel west, now known as Portage Avenue and Notre
Dame Avenue, have thus been the main thoroughfares of shoppers and
sellers for many decades.

R/I/€R

R€D/~,-,

VILLAGE OF
WINNIPEG·

ND FORT GARRY

THE VILLAGE OF WINNIPEG-1873

*Previously published in Information Winnipeg, April 1980.
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In the days of the fur trade, when the North-West Company and
Hudson's Bay Company competed for control of the area, a number of
trading posts were located near the junction. After the arrival of the
Selkirk settlers (1812), and the union of the two companies under the
Hudson's Bay Company monopoly (1821), Upper Fort Garry, whose
gate still stands at Broadway and Main across from the Union Station
and the HBC head office, became the centre ofpublic and business life.
It was here that Louis Riel established his provisional government in
1869-70, for example, and where residents of the district found the
widest selection of dry goods and hardware.

The Hudson's Bay Company trading monopoly was confronted
by an increasing number of challengers in the nineteenth century,
beginning with Andrew McDermot and his son-in-law, A. G. B. Ban
natyne, and a number of others who established rough-hewn structures
of logs along the trail north of the Upper Fort. By the time Manitoba
had become a province of Canada (1870), and Winnipeg had received
its charter as the first city in the western interior of Canada (.1874),
more than twenty private traders had set up shop along this same road,
by now known as Main Street, and along the streets running from
Main to the landings on the Red River. Here was the second business
district of the prairie metropolis.

The development of a third commercial centre dated from about
1878, when a market square began to emerge in the area west of Main
Street at the site of the present City Hall and Civic Centre. This square
was occupied by a large market building whose European-style roof
and sweeping arcades formed a landmark for several generations.
Dominating the square was the fantastic gingerbread City Hall (1883)
but the central fire hall and a number of commercial blocks on Princess
Street (many of which remain) also lent distinction to the district.
These handsome examples of brick-walled structures, which contained
fine detail in stone, wood and ornamental.metal, included the Bawlf
Block, the Benson Block, the Grain Exchange and Harris and Son
Buildings. ~

Before the development of Market Square, commercial traffic
reached Winnipeg by boat or cart from Hudson Bay and St. Paul and
thus the focus of business activity was the wharf area along the Red
River. The arrival of Canada's first transcontinental railway in 1881
82 not only redirected the move of business west to the area around the
Market Square but it signalled the establishment of this district as the
business and wholesaling centre for the prairie west. By 1890, the city
was served by twelve railway lines and its population had increased
from 4,880 (1874) to 25,000, all because Winnipeg merchants had
defeated Selkirk in the contest for the Red River crossing of the CPR
and because of their subsequent victories in the struggle for favourable
freight rates. The wholesale firms which took advantage of the special
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Bentley's Store Drug Store City Hall White's Saloon Davis Hotel
PORTAGE AVENUE AND MAIN STREET-1873

(showing west side of Main Street looking Northfrom Portage) ~
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Winnipeg freight discounts then established distribution centres in the
Market Square region; these included the Whitla Block, the Gault
Block, the Marshall-Wells Building, the Crane Building and, east of
Main Street, the famous J. H. Ashdown Warehouse.

Two other types of business became associated with the growing
commercial district. First, the farm implement manufacturers, in
cluding ·Harris and Company, the Massey Company, the Cockshutt
Plow Company, and the Fairchild Company, constructed buildings in
the area. And, second, the companies associated with the world grain
trade also based their operations near Market Square. One of the best
examples of these structures was the Lake of the Woods Milling
Company, situated on McDermot Avenue. To the north of the ware
house district Ogilvie Flour Mills established the base of its world-wide
empire. And, finally" the Grain Exchange Buildings, the first on Prin
cess Street (1892) and the second on Lombard Avenue, (1906) provided
a world-renowned commodity trading centre in the heart of the market
district.

The growth of wholesale and manufacturing operations was ac
companied by the development of financial institutions. The construc
tion of a number of new bank buildings along Main Street at the turn
of the century indicated that Winnipeg rivalled Hamilton and Minne
apolis in the quality of its architecture. The Winnipeg-based Mer
chants Bank and Home Bank are long gone, but their successors, the
Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce and the Union Bank Building,
remain. And the Great-West Life Assurance Company erected a mag
nificent head office building on Lombard Avenue at the turn of the
century. In the succeeding decade new steel-frame office structures
rose to the unprecedented heights of ten and eleven storeys; the hope
that Winnipeg might match even Chicago's architecture was expressed
in such handsome skyscrapers as the Confederation Life Building, the
Electric Railway Chambers and the Hamilton Building.

A town becomes a city when it develops a set of public institutions
to provide regulation and amenity for its residents. Winnipeg achieved
this goal in the 1880sand 18908. Early representatives of these services
are the Telegram Building on Albert Street and the Police Court and
Jail on James Avenue. A major building to serve a favourite love of the
city's residents, the theatre, was the Pantages (now the Playhouse)
Theatre on Market Street. The functions of communications and
transportation were served by buildings that were surprisingly rich and
even picturesque, including Maw's Garage (now the Old Spaghetti
Factory) on Bannatyne Avenue, the Hydro Substation No. I on King
Street, and the Provincial Telephone Building on Hargrave Street.

A shift away from the Albert Street precinct was evident with the
construction of the new Grain Exchange on Lombard Avenue in 1906
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CITY MARKET
(originally located west of City Hall) 1890 (demolished 1964)

In the heyday of the Market Square area, there was great competition for the butcher's sawdust-sprinkled stalls, serviced by meat vaults beneath the building.
The Market Square was the center of trade and commerce with the Grain Exchange, hotels and liveries nearby. The Square was the scene of gatherings of every
kind, from Salvation Army meetings to political soapboxing.
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and the T. Eaton Company Store on Portage Avenue in 1905. After
1918 most commercial construction occurred along Portage Avenue
and parallel streets to the south. Very little new construction of sub
stantial proportions occurred in the warehouse district bounded by
Notre Dame on the south and Rupert Avenue onthe north, Princess on
the west and the RedRiver on the east during the period from 1918 to
the early 1960s.

Winnipeg: Heritage Area Conservation
1974-1980

The concept of heritage area conservation was introduced in
Winnipeg in 1974 by the Historic Winnipeg Restoration Area Study
by the Department of Environmental Planning of the City of Win
nipeg. This report recognized the unique character of Winnipeg's
historic warehouse district sidewalk environment for pedestrians.
Planners examined the possibilities for recycling the unusual urban
spaces found in the nooks and crannies around the old buildings on
Albert Street. At the outset,however, the report received little interest
or support from the public or property owners.

However, as new property owners moved into the area, they
.began to recognize the potential in some of these historic buildings.
The Telegram Building at 70 Albert Street, the home of one of Win
nipeg's first newspapers, housed a wholesale distributor in the early'
1970s until it was taken over and converted to Modern Age Furniture.

Manitoba Archives Photo
Leland Hotel King Street

WINNIPEG, circa 1900
(view looking south from Old City Hall)
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WINNIPEG CITY HALL circa 1900
1883-1886 (demolished 1962)

Designed in less than a month by the Winnipeg architectural firm of Barber & Barber, this edifice
was constructed amidst a storm of scandal and controversy. Considered beautiful by some,
ugly by others, all would probably agree that this City Hall was remarkable and unique. The
"gingerbread" city hall and the adjoining Market Square were razed to make room for the present
Civic Center and Public Safety Building.

Manitoba Archives Photo
WINNIPEG 1913

Panoramicview lookingwest towards Portage and Main.
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Manitoba Archives Photo
UNION BANK BUILDING

504 Main Street-1904
Although the Union Bank was absorbed by the Royal Bank in 1925, it is still remembered, by
collectors at least, because of the beauty of its paper money, printed here in Winnipeg. The
Union Bank Building, the first steel-framed skyscraper in the city, served as western head office,
and later national head office, of the Union Bank of Canada. The building was taken over by
the Royal Bank of Canada, then sold to private concerns. The building now stands fully occupied
and continues to be an important element of Winnipeg's hist~ric skyline.

The new owners improved the building with a bright new paint job,
more sensitive signage, and interior renovations which capitalized on
the structure's heritage character.
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Manitoba Archives Photo
CONFEDERATION LIFE BUILDING

457 Main Street-I9I2
This steel frame building was erected in a style which seems to be the result of two opposing
concerns. On one hand we see a fairly modern, post-Chicago school emphasis on verticality, while
on the other we note the Renaissance treatment of details ..Its curvedcornice provides a dramatic
landmark on Main Street.

Similarly, the old Gray's Auction Mart at 91 Albert Street
changed hands and, with awnings, new windows and a new paint job,
was turned into Trend Interiors, now a thriving interior design busi
ness.

II I
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MASSEY-HARRIS BUILDING
296 William Avenue-1885

This building housed the implement company of Massey and Company, which became Massey
Harris in 1891. Designed by noted architect, George Browne, who later designed the Masonic
Temple (1895) and Fort Garry Court (1902), this structure boasts an interesting facade of brick
on a structure of wood post and beam. The exterior was sand-blasted in 1976,whenthe building
was renovated. It is now the home of National's Sofa Factory (& Complete Furniture Store).

Manitoba Archives Photo
GRAIN EXCHANGE BUILDING
167 Lombard Avenue-1906-1907

This mammoth structure was erected as Winnipeg's third Grain Exchange. Its construction
signalled a significant shift in the location of the financial district. The original architects were
the Toronto firm of Darling and Pearson. The building is highlighted by the trading room on
the sixth floor.
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Manitoba Archives Photo
FAIRCHILD BUILDING

110-120 Princess Street-I907
Constructed as a warehouse for the farm implement business of the Fairchild Company, John
Deere agents, this building was one of the first of the downtown warehouses to break with the
Richardsonian-Romanesque tradition established by the Whitla, Ashdown and Gault buildings.
The window treatment of the main facade foreshadows modern practice.

II I'
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A number of restaurants also started moving into the area to take
advantage of the unique character of these buildings.

The Old Spaghetti Factory on Bannatyne Avenue was a pioneer
in recycling an old warehouse into a highly successful and attractive
restaurant.

The old Travellers Block was vacant for over 10 years until
resourceful entrepreneurs renovated it to Townsite, a vertical shopping
centre with boutiques on all six floors. The banking hall in .the old
Royal Bank at 139 Albert Street was imaginatively converted to a
restaurant and subsequently into Bogart's, a fashionable discotheque.
The Royal Albert Hotel at 48 Albert Street was acquired by new
owners who, with the introduction ofnew entertainment and improved
management, significantly improved its image.

In 1976, the Crane Building, an historic warehouse at 93 Lombard
Avenue, was converted into an interesting office building featuring
exposed brick walls and wood beams. Another exciting conversion
of a warehouse is taking place at 115-119 Bannatyne Avenue, the
former home of the Donald H. Bain Company.. Renamed "The
Brokerage," the handsome structure will offer first-class retail and
office space with arched windows, open fireplaces, exposed wood
beams and brick walls.

Many of the buildings in the warehouse area continue to serve the
wholesale and manufacturing industries for which they were originally
built over 80 years ago. The result is a healthy mixture of different uses
which all contribute to the. economic vitality of the district. The
continuing utilization of many of these vast warehouses for manu
facturing and wholesaling is a necessary part of the conservation
program.

In 1975, Heritage Canada, a national foundation involved in
heritage conservation, became interested in the area. Following a visit
to Winnipeg, Heritage Canada commissioned the Manitoba Historical
Society to do a study of the warehouse district. The report also studied
three older buildings to investigate the economic and physical
potential of converting them to new uses. It suggested the possibility of
an area conservation program and outlined the heritage legislation
which would be necessary. In 1977, following this report, a grant of
half a million dollars was committed to the area by Heritage Canada.
This grant was contingent upon: a matching $500,000 grant from the
Province of Manitoba, and; the passing of Heritage protection
legislation by the City of Winnipeg with a similar financial contribu
tion.

.The Province' of Manitoba committed $500,000 to the Historic
Winnipeg Restoration Area in February 1978, to be administered by
"Heritage Winnipeg." The Board of Directors of this organization
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TELEGRAM BUILDING
70 Albert Stre~t-1882

This building housed the "Telegram" newspaper offices from 1899 to 1920, but was originally
constructed to be a drygoods warehouse for R. J. Whitla. In 1975, the building was renovated
to house Modern Age Furniture. The original cast iron columns and heavy steel construction
of the main floor are now visible.
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represents all of the groups actively participating in Winnipeg's heri
tage conservation program including the Province of Manitoba, the
City of Winnipeg, Heritage Canada, the Manitoba Historical Society,
the Old Market Square Association and the Government of Canada
(Parks Canada). Heritage Winnipeg is involved in publishing bro
chures, funding promotional activities, and a variety of other pro
grams to further the development of Historic Winnipeg.

In the summer of 1976, a number of merchants and property
owners in the area formed the Old Market Square Association and
started operating a weekly outdoor Farmers' Market which attracted
from 7,000 to 8,000 people per day to the area. The Association has
played a vital role in the rehabilitation of heritage structures and
general upgrading of the area. The summer market has provided
Winnipeggers with an enjoyable outdoor activity in the heart of the
Restoration Area.

As part of the City of Winnipeg's commitment to the district, a
million-dollar streetscaping project has been undertaken involving the
construction ofa permanent outdoor market and intensive landscape
redevelopment in the triangular park at the corner of King Street
and Bannatyne Avenue. Albert Street between Bannatyne Avenue
and Notre Dame Avenue has been redeveloped to feature widened
sidewalks, historic street lights, benches, trees, and ornamental paving.
The Old Market Square Streetscaping Project is intended to catalyze
further private sector investment in the conservation area and upgrade
a previously deteriorating inner-city commercial/ industrial district.

The Manitoba Historical Society has played an active role in
promoting Winnipeg's history by assisting the City of Winnipeg's
Parks and Recreation Department in organizing walking tours
through Old Market Square. They have also campaigned vigorously
for the preservation of Winnipeg's important historic buildings.

The City of Winnipeg's
Heritage Conservation By-Laws

The City of Winnipeg's heritage conservation efforts focus on
two heritage by-laws. By-law 1474/77 established an Historical
Buildings Committee in February 1977 to advise Winnipeg City
Council and to recommend buildings of architectural and historical
importance for the Buildings Conservation List. This listing prevents
the demolition of important Winnipeg landmarks.

By-law 2048/78 established the "HW" zoning district known as
the Historic Winnipeg Restoration Area. It empowered the Historic
Winnipeg Advisory Committee to advise on the appropriateness of
alterations, new construction, signs.. and other details of exterior
development proposed in the area.
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IMPERIAL DRY GOODS BLOCK
91 Albert Street-1899

Constructed at the turn of the century as a drygoods warehouse, this building later became the
headquarters of the Young Men's Hebrew Association during the Depression. The clear span
of the third floor was utilized as both a gymnasium and a theatre. The property was later rented
to an auctioneer, until 1975, when it was purchased and renovated by Trend Interior Consultants
Limited.

I! I'
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OLDSPAGHETfI FACTORY
291 Bannatyne-1890 (alteration 1942)

The first portion of this structure was designed by Charles H. WheelerforSenatorW. E. Sanford
as a clothing warehouse. This was a four storey edifice until 1942, when the three upper floors
came to be considered "unnecessary" and were removed. The second portion was constructed
in 1907as a garage-showroom for Joseph Maw, a pioneer implement-automobile dealer. Today,
these buildings thrive as a popular restaurant.
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Workmen install ornamental paving stones on Albert Street.

Ii I
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Above: The "HW" zoning district is shown as shaded area. The area enclosed by the dotted line
is shown as the Historic Winnipeg Restoration Area.

The goal ofheritage conservation is to retain, where possible, the
original character of a building while encouraging those changes which
will make it useful. The City of Winnipeg's Heritage Conservation By
laws are intended to help preserve and enhance an area attractive to
both Winnipeg residents and visitors as a link to our historical and
cultural past.

In future, visitors will enjoy the Historic Winnipeg Restoration
Area because its richness and variety have been protected by law and
enhanced by the streetscape improvements. It is hoped that the
heritage area conservation program will be an effective means of
preserving the magnificence of one of the finest collections. of historic
buildings in Canada.
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Whether we define architecture as "the development of significant
form" or, as I prefer, "space structured to serve man and to move him"
the fact remains that architecture is necessarily related to man and his
functional needs and consequently primarily utilitarian. This has al
ways been the great dilemma: can an object as utilitarian as a building
be a work of art? Can there or should there really be expression of
other, "higher" values?

Utility is not essential to architecture-a space could be con
structed merely for its beauty. A gratuitous space for the pleasure of
man. A space for its own sake. The utilitarian requirements of archi
tecture, on the other hand, do not lessen the potential ofart but rather
contribute to it. The spaces derived from functional requirements must
be structured to evoke an emotion in man as he experiences these
spaces and moves through them. As is the case in any true work of art,
the man who experiences it is not only moved but transformed by it. In
architecture, where man is encompassed both by space and time, the
transformation is continuous. A man who inhabits a space for thirty
years will emerge deeply affected by that space. If it is a work of art he
should emerge enriched by it, a more enlightened and sensitive human
being. That is the breadth, the potential of architecture. Seldom con
sidered is the most fundamental function of architecture. which is the
creating of spaces that stimulate the mind to greater thoughts, that
move man to greater love, that elevate him to greater aspirations. Our
present buildings house the body but not the soul.

The Significance of Space

Space is the very essence of architecture-but to become archi
tecture space must be defined or given limitations. It must also be
organized so that there is an underlying order-the order of space itself
and not only the order of the materials and methods used to define it.
Finally, the space must be expressive, that is, it must reveal its purpose
and significance.

In architecture, it is the void that is all-important-in contrast to
sculpture where the solid is really the important element. There must
be a willful definition by which man 'creates' the space by the simple act
of containing and shaping it. Space can be contained byplacing three
poles in a field or by gouging a hole in a mountain, and though we may

*This paper was re-worked from a presentation made by Mr. Gaboury at the Festival of the
Arts, University of Arkansas, 1967.
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have in each case the essence of architecture, the space defined by man,
we may not have architecture since a hole in a mountain is not neces
sarily a work of art. Space becomes architecture when it has an order
to it and when that order expresses its reason for being as well as the
process by which it came to be. The order is also that of the logical
relationship of one void to another or the logical variation or modula
tion. within a void. It is through this relationship or variation of voids
that the "raison d'etre" of architecture is expressed. It is known more
prosaically as the "function."

Within this order of space for function there is the order estab
lished by the means of construction. These may be technologies, mater
ials, methods or processes. The expression of function, materials and
structure of space necessitates a qualitative as well as a quantitative
aspect of space. The dimensions or proportion of space, the structured
system, the materials used, the quality and quantity of light-all com
bine in defining the space but they do more-they in themselves estab
lish an order, a meaning to the space.

Programming: Hierarchy of Functions

The pursuit of "form" is basic to all artistic endeavours. The
search for "significant form," as American architect Louis Kahn would

Figure 1. Eglise de la Precieux Sang, by Etienne Gaboury, Architect, St. Boniface, 1969.
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A baptismal font
B altar
C pulpit
o sed ilia
E holy reserve
F confessional
G holy water stoop
H nave
I sacristy
J boy's sacristy
K work sacristy
L washroom
M janitor
N cross
o existing rectory

Figure 2. Gaboury's plan and sectiondrawings of Precieux Sang.
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Figure 3. Interior view showinggIuIam beams of the St. Boniface Church.
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have it, should be our sole preoccupation as artists/ architects. In
architecture, as in sculpture, we naturally associate form with shape
and therefore limit the concept of meaningful form to imply only
shape. This is not completely false-however it is very misleading since
shape is only one aspect of form.

If you dwell upon the meaning for a shape, its reason for its lines,
contours and textures, you should discover its intrinsic form, the very
principle of its existence. The process of analysing the extrinsic form
(exterior shape) to discover its intrinsic form or principle ofexistence is
the reversal of the creative process. It is not necessarily the exact re
verse, since this analytical process is purely rational, while the artist's
work can never be purely rational. The creative process is not, as so
many would like to believe, the action of imagining, then making
something. The French master Modern architect, Le Corbusier, has
said that creation was a patient search, the search for meaningful
form-the search for the ultimate or inner reality of things. This is the
true creative process. The question in this case is just as important as
the answer since the correct answer is possible only if the right question
is asked. Merely providing the answer is not"sufficient since this can
be a purely technical process that can be easily assigned to the com
puter. Evaluating and selecting the significant, and establishing the
hierarchy of value of functions, followed by the choice of relative
emphasis and expression of the matter at your disposal is the human
component of architecture.

In architecture asking the correct question is so fundamental to
design that it is the basis of design, the source from which the creative
work springs. As Swedish arctic architect Ralph Erskine implied in his
statement "It is better to have an ugly building that is correct than a
beautiful building that is wrong,"-the asking of the question is the
search for intrinsic form. This search must be undertaken at all levels
from the broadest philosophical considerations of a building program
to the most detailed analysis of the least of its functional requirements.
Furthermore, not only must the program be analysed from its broadest
terms to its most minute details, but each aspect, each section of a
program must undergo this same rigorous analysis.

The establishment of a program, the listing of needed spaces and
their qualities, is the first phase of design and as such the architect must
be thoroughly involved in its preparation. The architect's role is not
only to provide answers but to ask some of the questions. Providing
some of the answers will be his greater responsibility since he must find
the means to express, to give proper significance to each aspect of the
program-he must give it a meaningful extrinsic form. Each problem
being necessarily different in total scope as in each detail, each solu
tion must then be fresh, different and significant.

Intrinsic form and extrinsic form are so bound up that it is usually
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Figure 4. St. Boniface Civic complex by Etienne Gaboury.

Figure 5. Detail of window and concrete cladding, St. Boniface Civic Complex.
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very difficult to separate or differentiate them. Form not only follows
function but function and form are often synonymous. Each form
embedded within larger formal structures in nature isa directderiva
tive and expression of the function it performs. The form "leaf' within
the form "tree" has a shape.colour, texture, structure consistent with
the function it performs .and the conditions under which it must
perform.

In architecture each building element must have a form and ex
pression consistent with the function it performs-s-from function in
the broadest sense, that is, the total function (for example, the class
room in a school), down to the most minute role of the brick 'in the
bearing wall. Each space within the overall building structure must
have a dimension, a quality, a "form" consistent with the function it
served within the whole so that this space takes ona meaning, a value
in relationship to the whole. Since space is the basic medium of archi
tectural expression, we can conversely deduce that each function must
have a "space" commensurate with its heirarchy in the total gamut of
functions.

The building program must determine the hierarchy of functions
and the architect must interpret them in spatial terms. When we discuss
planning in architecture we invariably talk about the relationship of
one function to another. I would neve~ for a moment repudiate the
value of good functional planning, but good planning is not the end
product-it is the beginning of architecture-it is the prerequisite to
architecture. Good planning is the bubble diagram pushed further to
an actual scaled design.

.The plan must be modulated to create the sequence, the progres
sion and evolution of spaces according to the hierarchy of building
fu-nctions it encloses. The plan must be not merely an abstract layout
of functions but "a generator of form," as Le Corbusier describes it.
The plan itself must reveal the principles inherent in the program.

Structure

We must never lose sight of the fact that "space" is the all-impor
tant matter of architecture and that structure is a means by which space
is enclosed. Structure is therefore always subordinate to space. The
requirement for space must always precede the selection of the struc
ture. Structure is a means; space is the end. We must not draw from
this the conclusion that structure is of no importance or that structure
must be hidden. The means can sometimes be as important as the
end-since one, as in nature, often implies the other. Spanning space
by use of brick, to again paraphrase Louis Kahn, implies the arch or
the vault.

The space required and the structure employed to achieve it
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Figure 6. The Canadian Mint, Winnipeg, by Etienne Gaboury, 1978.

Figure 7. Night view of the Canadian Mint, Winnipeg.
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should be so complementary that one implies the other. The structure
will of necessity define and modulate the space since space cannot be
achieved without structure, in the sense that structure is the three
dimensional extension of the plan. Except when structure becomes the
central architectural problem, as in a bridge for example, structural
systems must serve, not dominate.

Light
Space has no colour-it is neither black nor white, neither dark

nor bright. Space is the void-architectural space is a void defined by
structurai and cladding elements. The sense of touch, of smell, of
hearing, greatly assist in evaluating architectural space, but in them
selves are totally inadequate as a sensory medium. Sight is therefore
the prime sensory medium for architectural appreciation. It follows
that light is one of the most important component elements of archi
tecture. If we consider that the space itself is not lit, but rather that the
surfaces defining the space or within it are lit-how light falls on these
surfaces is of great importance since the definition of space depends on
this. If space itself could be lit (and the best example I could think of is a
light in a heavy fog), space (and with it architecture) could be defined
and constructed by light alone.

Light is just as important to the definition of space as the materials
that contain it. Light must visually strengthenthe architectural proper
ties of the container rather than ignore or counteract them. It is pos
sible to change the height of a ceiling or even make it disappear
completely (as in many night clubs) by painting it dark and having no
light fall on it. This is a case in which light is used to distort to desired
dimensions. Light mustbe used to emphasize the application of colour.

The Door
The entrance to a building is the beginning of the spatial/ archi

tectural experience. It is both the passage that links the world outside
to the interior and the temporary barrier that separates. Entrances
should always be invitations to enter. The invitation can be either a
very personal one, or an open invitation to the public, as in a super
market. It can be open and obvious or it can be discreet and suggest the
mystery within. The entrance, regardless of its shape and form, is the
umbilical cord that links the outer space to the inner space.

In our northern climate we cannot dismiss entrances as secondary
elements-the sheer physical problem of protection from cold and
wind warrants an architectural expression. Even if we were not faced
with our extreme climate, our doorways should set the rhythm and the
theme of the building.
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Mechanical Integration

I would compare the mechanical system of a building to the
vascular system, the respiratory system, the digestive system, or any
other system in our bodies. They are such an integral part of the human
mechanism that they cannot be removed or altered in any way, lest the
whole system fail. Secondary systems are not entirely exposed but
subtly expressed or suggested. Exposed and expressed are those parts
which link the internal system to the exterior. The nose, as the aperture
to the respiratory system, is fully expressed and has a form completely
consistent with its requirements. The nose is such an important and
integral part of the face that, without this protuberance, a face is less
beautiful.

In architecture, chimneys, air vents should be wonderful things
that attest to the living quality of a building. They should be such an
integral part of the structure that a space should have character, not
only by its composition and the materials, but by the heating, venti
lating and lighting systems. In a climate as austere as ours, where such
great demands are made on our heating and air conditioning systems,
why should we go to such great effort to camouflage them? I cannot
help but be saddened by the incredibly ludicrous attempts that have
been made to obliterate cooling towers and exhaust outlets. Such
wonderful opportunities to express the reality of things, the man
controlled environment, the regional climatic forces, lost to the inhibi
tions of discreet taste.

The light fixtures of a building should emerge from the ceiling as
though they were drawn from within. They should be so integrated
with the surface that they become part of it, transforming it to a new
surface incomplete without them. The subtle inflection that should
exist at the transition from one surface material to another is not
enough, since this is a transition from one function to another-the
light-receiving surface to the light-producing surface.

Regionalism

Over and above our ingenuity in technically overcoming regional
climatic conditions, a regionalism of design and style should be ex
pressed in architecture. We may become extremely clever in artificially
controlling heat, cold, humidity, the wind, the rain-in simulating in
our prairie buildings the fairness of Florida-but even in so doing, we
will not obliterate regionalism. It has been argued, by some architects
and engineers, that it is not necessary to control the sunlight, because
we can, through a well-designed air-conditioning system, overcome all
the problems of heat build-up occasioned by an over-exposure to' the
sun. We could build a glass house and make it physically viable at the
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equator or in Gimli, Manitoba. In so doing, a major impetus for
regionalism is destroyed. Regionalism does not necessarily imply that
buildings in the North must look like igloos or those on the plains like
tee-pees. It does imply, however, that buildings in the North honestly
approach the problems of cold and snow and wind-and that these
conditions must be acknowledged, either by design concept or by
mechanical or other means taken to overcome these environmental
pressures.

If the exposure to natural forces must be overcome by indirect
means, the effort of doing so will in some indirect way acknowledge
regionalism. How many wonderful opportunities have been lost to
directly express in architectural forms the forces of nature on our
buildings? Why not let them be a source of inspiration? Why not let
them be expressed directly and imaginatively rather than trying to

.compensate with technical "fixes"?

The very necessity for controlling our thermal environment
demonstrates that universality in architecture is a fiction. The Inter
national Style in architecture of Mies van der Rohe, Walter Gropius
and others acknowledged a new approach to construction and to
space; but at the same time it did not and could not obliterate all rem
nants of architectural regionalism. How could a building in Alaska
possibly look like a building in the Sahara? To me the natural elements
are the most powerful source of design inspiration. We have somehow
forgotten that the sun .rises in the East and sets in the West and that
this rhythm establishes the cadence of life; that our activities are pro
grammedby the pulse of night and day.

Reflecting as they do patterns of life, it would seem logical that
buildings would have a consistent pattern and orientation recognizable
within a region. For instance, a bedroom might automatically have an
eastern exposure to aid in rising and the dining room a western
exposure to enrich the evening meal with light. Fundamentally, all
buildings, streets and cities in the plains should have a predominant
north-south 'axis. Structures should be like big sunflowers reflecting
homage to their god Helios. In the prairies, where the landscape has the
bleakness of a desert, the sun is the overpowering visual element. In
this northern region our sun is highly cherished. In the cold winters
it must be drawn right into our dwellings where it will swell the interior
with light and warmth. We must reach out for the sun and bring it in
where we need it, in all the spaces where man hibernates.

The Place of Man

Grave concern has been expressed in recent years concerning the
ability of man to adapt to his rapidly changing world. We are worried
that man will be crushed by his own ingenuity, condemned to be
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entangled and finally dominated by the very social, industrial or tech
nological creations he has devised. In the nineteenth century, the
industrial revolution promised a new Paradise for man. The machine
would reduce the work hours and heavy labour while increasing
human efficiency and output, so that enough goods could be produced
at a lower cost that more people could enjoy them in their increased
leisure time. With this promise of plenty came the inevitable dangers of
unemployment and monotonous work for those fortunate enough to
find employment. Just as we have learned to cope reasonably well with
recent technological innovations, we are now thrust into a new and
even more fantastic era of automation and information. All these
extraordinary inventions are merely the extension of man's physical
and intellectual limitations along with his abilities.

Through all of this man remains virtually constant. That, to me, is
the saving grace! No matter how far you extend man's arm, and
increase his leverage, his own feeble arm, without the mechanism that
he invented to extend it, remains as it was for centuries. From the
spoken word to the written word to the typewritten word to the
computer, the scope of man's intellect has been forever increasing. "But
as long as we do not change the physical properties of the brain itself, it
remains a fairly constant entity whose range can be readily determined.
If the time comes when we can mutate and change our own physical
properties completely, our present norms will have no more meaning,
and along with them, our architecture.

Until such time, man remains the constant centre of attention, he
remains the constant dimension, the measure, the criterion. It is
extremely important to realize that in architectural terms space has
value and significance only in human terms. If a space does not provide
joy, protection, inspiration to its users, it is not truly an architectural
space. Space related to the human dimension is architecture.




